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ABSTRACT 
Pronounced differences in regional characteristics provide specific advantages 
to regional North American fed-beef industries. Possible future changes in the 
availability of land and grass for beef-cow maintenance, regional crop production, and 
transportation costs provide motivation for developing a better understanding of 
regional interactions in the U.S. fed-beef industry. In addition, the industry has become 
more North American in scope, depending on trade relationships between the United 
States, Canada, and Mexico that make up the supply and demand for the major 
commodities that drive the fed-beef industry. Because of beef-cow inventory reductions 
in the United States, feeder-cattle trade with Canada and Mexico has become as 
important to the U.S. cattle-feeding sector as trade between regions within the United 
States. 
The purpose of this study is to develop a model to analyze the location of North 
American cattle feeding based on regional supply and demand of feedgrains, feeder 
cattle, and fed cattle. A nonlinear multiregional multicommodity model is solved. The 
model can be used to evaluate exogenous shocks imposed on the 1990-based system of 
equations. The model is used to evaluate the impact of three exogenous shocks on the 
structure of the North American cattle-feeding industry. 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Cattle feeding in the United States essentially consists of feeding grain to feeder 
cattle. The location of the cattle-feeding industry, therefore, depends on the regional 
prices of these inputs as well as the regional prices for slaughter-ready cattle. In the 
past, the industry has moved in response to changes in regional prices, first originating 
in the Central Plains and then moving to the Texas Panhandle. Several anticipated 
developments could cause the center of the cattle-feeding industry to move again in the 
future. These developments include proposed legislation to increase grazing fees on 
federal land, changes in the relative transportation costs of grain and cattle (beef), and 
the proposed opening of the U.S. border with Mexico. The purpose of this thesis is to 
evaluate bow each of these events would alter the regional location of the North 
American cattle-feeding industry. This is achieved by constructing an eleven-region, 
nonspatial equilibrium model of the feeder cattle, feedgrain, and fed cattle markets of 
North America, and then by shocking this model to reflect each of the possible 
scenarios. 
The thesis reviews literature on spatial equilibrium models in Chapter II. 
Chapter III provides an overview of the fed-beef industry, discussing the cow-calf, 
feedlot, and beef-packing sectors. The assumptions and data used in developing the 
model are presented in Chapter IV. The theoretical model utilized by Van der Sluis 
(1988) is described in Chapter V. This theoretical model is a general nonlinear 
multiregional multi commodity nonspatial equilibrium model, which incorporates supply 
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and demand curves by using a nonlinear complementary algorithm. Chapter VI applies 
the model and data to the cattle-feeding sector of the fed-beef industry in North 
America, followed by descriptions and results of the scenarios in Chapter VII. Finally, 
the major findings of the thesis are summarized in Chapter VIII. 
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CHAPTER II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Samuelson (1952) first demonstrated that competitive equilibrium solutions 
could be reached by maximizing net social payoff, defined as the sum of consumer 
surplus and producer surplus in each region minus transportation cost. Samuelson's 
problem was solved using linear programming. 
Takayama and Judge (1964) demonstrated that Samuelson's problem can be 
converted to a quadratic programming problem. The competitive spatial equilibrjum 
model could be solved by maximizing a quadratic objective function subject to a set of 
linear constraints, given linear demand and supply functions and transportation costs. 
Schrader and King (1962) further applied a linear-programming method to solve 
a point-trading spatial equilibrium model in order to determine the regional location 
of the beef cattle-feeding industry. The problem maximizes the value of the final 
product minus the cost of transportation. Supplies of feeder cattle, feed concentrates, 
and roughage are predetermined and prices for these inputs do not enter the problem 
directly. These factors are used to develop a production function for the production 
of carcass beef. Byrkett et al.(1976) later found that "it was not necessary to model 
roughage as a factor affecting the optimal location of cattle feeding." 
The same topic continued to draw attention into the early 1980s when Clary et 
al.(1984) developed a regional , multi product, least-cost trans-shipment model to 
evaluate the optimal location of the U.S. cattle-feeding fed-beef industry. The linear 
program was based on 1980 economic and industry conditions. Objectives of the study 
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were to estimate least-cost locations and optimal levels of production, determine least-
cost shipment routes, and evaluate impacts of changes in costs and supplies of the 
factors involved. The results demonstrated that advantages were realized by cattle-
feeding operations located near feedgrain and feeder-cattle supplies. 
Moschini and Meilke (1987) analyzed spatial price differences in the North 
American livestock sector. The three regions evaluated were Eastern Canada, Western 
Canada, and the United States, while Toronto, Calgary, and Omaha were used as the 
respective location points for transfer costs and price differentials. The price 
differential equations were estimated as a function of trade volume. Using the 
estimated price differentials, a short-run~ three-region normative spatial equilibrium 
model was developed. The model parameters are based on 1984 data and the model 
is used to simulate the short-run effects on prices, demand, and trade flows, of 
exogenous shocks affecting supply, transportation costs, and demand. 
The structure of Moschini and Meilke's model (1987) is based on the principle 
of the "law of one price." This means that the price difference between any two trading 
regions differs precisely by the transfer cost, and the s.ign of the price difference 
depends on the direction of trade. In addition, the price difference between two non-
trading regions differs by less than the transfer cost. The transfer cost is determined 
by transportation costs, subsidies, tariffs, and currency exchange rate. The model 
assumes "homogenous goods, perfect information, timeless and frictionless adjustment, 
and competitive behavior of the trading countries." 
Similar to Moschini's model, Van der Sluis (1988) utilized a nonlinear 
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multicountry multicornmodity nonspatial equilibrium model to evaluate the impacts of 
beef irradiation on feedgrain and beef trade between the United States, Australia, 
Argentina, and Japan. The model uses own-price and cross-price elasticities, and 
equilibrium conditions are specified directly and solved by using a nonlinear 
complementary algorithm. This approach is used to model the North American fed-
beef industry and is described in detail in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER III. OVERVIEW OF THE FED-BEEF INDUSTRY 
Cow-Calf and Feedlot Operations 
Due in large part to the agricultural crisis from 1982 to 1987, the number of 
U.S. operations with cattle declined over 21 percent from 1980 to 1990, and during the 
same time the U.S. beef-cow inventory decreased by over 15 percent. This was the 
largest decline in the number of operations ever experienced during herd liquidation. 
All U .S. regions experienced a decline in the number of cattle operations, with the 
Central Plains and the Lake States having the largest declines, 25 percent and 27 
percent, respectively. The Northwest and Southwest regions had the smallest decrease, 
about 12 percent each. While the Lake States beef-cow inventory weathered the 
biggest decline of 18 percent, the Southwest was the only region to have an increase 
in the beef-cow inventory over the past decade. 
The U.S. cattle-feeding sector, of course, felt the impact of herd liquidation. 
While the United States saw an overall decline in cattle feeding of about 5 percent, the 
regional story is more revealing. The data illustrate a definite shjft of cattle feeding 
between regions. The Central Plains is the only U.S. region that had a decline of cattle 
and calves on feed from 1980 to 1985, followed by an increase from 1985 to 1990. This 
increase in cattle-feeding activity occurred while the opposite trend was taking place 
in neighboring regions. 
Regional cattle-feeding shifts were significantly affected by the agricultural crisis 
in the early-to-mid 1980s. Many agricultural producers, especially smaller operators, 
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exited the business as financial burdens forced them into bankruptcy. The combination 
of government support programs, drought, high interest rates, and sharp drops in land 
values caused mixed crop-livestock enterprises in the Central Plains to reduce livestock 
feeding and instead to sell cash grain. This created a more desirable economic 
environment to the neighboring regions with large commercial feedlots feeding 
customer-owned cattle. 
In the late 1980s lower feedgrain prices, higher slaughter-cattle prices, and 
additional slaughter capacity attributed to the increased number of cattle on feed in the 
Central Plains. In addition, tax law changes in 1986 sharply reduced incentives for 
outside business interests to feed cattle with the commercial feedyards in the Southern 
Plains. However, the remaining feedyards were larger and more efficient than those 
existing before the early 1980s. By factoring in the advantages of economies of size, 
proximity to a large feedgrain supply, and underutilized beef-packer capacity, Central 
Plains cattle feeders made long-term decisions to increase the scale of their operations 
(Nalivka 1991). 
Beef-Packing Sector 
A smaller cattle inventory also meant fewer cattle available for slaughter. 
Consequently, the beef-packing industry also entered a period of rapid consolidation. 
In 1980, the four largest beef-packing firms accounted for 39 percent of the annual 
slaughter capacity in the United States. By 1991, the four-firm concentration ratio had 
grown to 75 percent (Sterling Marketing). Iowa Beef Processors is the only company 
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that remained in the top four throughout the 1980s and it has held the number-one 
position every year. 
There have also been significant changes in the composition of the cattle herd. 
All sectors of the fed-beef industry have promoted heavier cattle, with the average live-
slaughter weight increasing by 6 percent from 1980 to 1990. Packers find it more 
efficient to slaughter and fabricate larger carcasses. Cattle feeders continue to pay a 
premium for larger-frame feeder calves. Because higher prices are received for larger-
frame feeder calves, cow-calf operators push for bigger breeding stock. At the same 
time, purebred-cattle operations receive higher prices for large-frame seed stock and 
the show ·ring has placed the grand champion ribbon on the larger-frame cattle. 
Canadian and Mexican Cattle Industry 
Canada and Mexico have become increasingly important to the U.S. cattle 
feeding sector as domestic feeder-cattle supplies have decreased. In 1990, 1.26 million 
(USDA 1991) and 450,000 (Ross 1991) head of feeder cattle and calves were imported 
from Mexico and Canada, respectively. Recently, the U.S. herd has begun to expand 
(USDA 1991), but this slow growth will sti ll leave U.S. cattle feeders demanding more 
feeder cattle in order to utilize capacity at the feedlot. The late 1980s and 1990 fed-
beef market conditions have promoted increased imports of feeder and slaughter cattle 
from Canada and Mexico. As the fed-beef industry enters the 1990s and further trade 
agreements are developed with Canada and Mexico, it is important to analyze cattle 
feeding not as a U.S. market, but as a much larger North American market. 
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The Canadian and Mexican cattle industries have been affected by many of the 
same factors affecting the U.S. industry over the past decade. Consequently, similar 
changes relative to downsizing of the industry have occurred. 
The Canadian beef-cow inventory has remained about constant in 1980 and 
1990, however, liquidation of 318,000 beef cows during the decade reached its low in 
1986 at 3,180,000. The level of cattle slaughter in Canada also changed over the past 
decade. The 4 percent increase in Canada's cattle slaughter from 1980 to 1985 was 
primarily due to a liquidation of the beef and dairy cow herds, driven by many of the 
same factors affecting the U.S. industry. The 14 percent decrease from 1985 to 1990, 
however, was not solely a result of the liquidation. More Canadian slaughter cattle 
were being exported to the United States as premium choice steer prices in the U.S. 
justified feeding beyond Canadian grades (Ross 1991). 
AJthough not apparent in the inventory numbers from 1980 to 1990, the Mexican 
beef-cow herd declined over 7 percent from 1988 to 1990. At the end of the decade, 
the total cattle inventory in Mexico had declined almost 4 percent, which increased 
total slaughter numbers. However, the beef-cow herd realized nearly 12 percent growth 
from 1980 to 1990 (USDA 1991). 
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CHAPTER IV. ASSUMPTIONS AND DATA 
Introduction 
The following data are considered to be the best representations of the 
respective markets. All of the data used here have been collected and aggregated to 
match the following regional breakdown of North America. 
1. Northwest (NW) 
2. Southwest (SW) 
3. orthern Plains (NP) 
4. Central Plains (CP) 
5. Southern Plains (SP) 
6. Southeast (SE) 
7. Lake States (LS) 
8. Northeast (NE) 
Washington, Oregon, and Idaho 
California, Arizona, Utah, and Nevada 
Montana, Wyoming, North Dakota, and South Dakota 
Colorado, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, and Missouri 
New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisiana 
Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, 
Tenne see, North Carolina, and South Carolina 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio 
Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, Maryland, Maine, 
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, 
Rhode Island, Virginia, Vermont, and West Virginia 
9. Western Canada (WC) British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba 
10. Eastern Canada (EC) Ontario, Quebec, and Maritimes 
11. Mexico (MX) Mexico 
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Feedgrain Production, Consumption, and Prices 
Table 1 summarizes the feedgrain data used in the Chapter VI model. Tables 
A, B, C, and D in the Appendix present the data collected to produce Table 1. 
Table 1. R egional feedgrain data, 1990 
Consumption Composite Feedgrain 
Region Productions by Livestocks Priceb Valuec 
1. NW 9,634 3,673 109.61 219 
2. SW 3,319 7,651 121.49 243 
3. NP 22,872 3,472 86.73 173 
4. CP 90,532 39,033 90.80 182 
5. SP 17,809 16,551 100.30 201 
6. SE 13,725 17,331 101.07 203 
7. LS 100,887 26,421 91.16 182 
8. NE 7,951 8,562 100.29 201 
9. WC 10,400 5,700 77.48 155 
10. EC 7,640 8,360 108.50 217 
11. MX 3,700 6,500 128.00 256 
Total 288,469 143,254 
Sources: AID"icultural Prices 1991; Annual Crop Summary 1991; Wailes and 
Vercimak 1989; Riley 1991; Farm Model 1991. 
3 thousand metric tons 
bU.S. dollars per metric ton 
cu.s. dollars of feedgrain to feed each feeder to slaughter weight (2 mt) . 
Feedgrain production 
There are four majo r grains priced into feed lot rations in the United States: 
corn, barley, sorghum, and wheat. Production for the 1989 marketing year (Fall 1989 
through Summer 1990) of these grail)s comprises the regional estimates of feedgrain 
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production in the United States for calendar year 1990, as reported in the USDA 
Annual Crop Summary (1991). The total production of the four grajns is defined as 
the production of feedgrain for the U.S. regions, while barley and com are used for 
Canada and sorghum for Mexico. 
Corn is the preferred feedgrain in the United States, however, all four grains can 
be used in the rations. All U.S. regions use com as the major feedgrain except the 
Northwest, which primarily feeds barley. In 1990, wheat was fed in all U.S. regions 
except the Lake States, Northeast, and Southeast. Relative to other grains, sorghum 
is not a major feedgrain in the United States, but the Southern Plains uses a high 
percentage of sorghum when it is priced competitively, and Mexico imports sorghum 
from the Southern Plains. 
Sorghum is the chief feedgrain m Mexico and is used as the proxy for the 
feedgrain market in Mexico becau e government intervention keeps corn prices above 
world levels and priced out of the livestock feeding rations. Mexico is a sorghum-
deficit region requiring imports from the United States to satisfy its feed use. 
As the Canadian cattle-feeding industry has sh ifted to the west where corn is not 
grown, barley has become the primary feedgrain. However, some corn is grown and 
fed in Eastern Canada. Consequently, barley and corn production, consumption, and 
price are used to represent the feedgrain market in both Canadian regions, as reported 
by Agriculture Canada (Farm Model 1991). 
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Feedgrain consumption 
Wailes and Verdrnak (1989) estimated U.S. grain consumption by livestock at 
the state level for 1990. These projections were estimated by multiplying }jvestock 
numbers by annual grain consumption of each class of livestock based on estimated 
rations for each state. The state numbers are aggregated into the regions outlined in 
this study to represent livestock feedgrain consumption. 
The Farm Model used by Agriculture Canada, Ottawa, estimates the quantity 
of barley and corn used for feed, and the USDA reports the quantity of sorghum used 
for feed in Mexico. These sources are used for the feedgrain consumption in the 
Canadian and Mexican regions. 
Feedgrain prices 
The method of calculating regional feedgrain prices uses the percentage each 
grain comprises of the total feedgrain component of the estimated regional feedlot 
ration (Appendix Table E). For example, corn may constitute 80 percent of the ration 
and barley may account for 20 percent. The percentages are multiplied by the regional 
corn and barley price and added to equal the weighted composite feedgrain price. 
U.S. corn, sorghum, barley, and wheat prices were collected from USDA's 
Agricultural Prices (1991). Agriculture Canada reports prices for barley and corn at 
Thunder Bay and the Prairies, which represent Eastern Canada and Western Canada, 
respectively. Canadian dollars are converted to U.S. dollars using the 1990 currency 
exchange rate of 1.1668 Canadian dollars per U.S. dollar (Sampson 1991). Because 
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Mexico imports most of its sorghum from the Southern Plains, the sorghum price in 
Mexico is estimated by adding a 5 percent duty and estimated transportation cost to 
the Southern Plains sorghum price (Riley 1991). 
Feeder-Cattle Production and Prices 
Table 2 summarizes the production, use, and price data for feeder-cattle markets 
used in the Chapter VI model. Tables F and G in the Appendix present the data used 
to generate the data in Table 2. 
Table 2. Regional feeder-cattle data, 1990 
Region Productiona Use a Priceb Valuec 
1. NW 1,161 1,030 90.33 542 
2. SW 1,634 1,295 88.87 533 
3. NP 3,556 947 94.13 565 
4. CP 5,535 13,464 94.23 566 
5. SP 6,259 5,951 91.67 550 
6. SE 4,354 336 88.20 529 
7. LS 2,301 2,786 95.68 574 
8. NE 1,252 338 92.68 556 
9. WC 2,676 1,739 88.35 530 
10.EC 841 619 85.39 512 
11. MX 6,530 5,269 77.30 463 
Total 36,099 33,774 
Sources: Cattle 1991; Cattle on Feed 1991; Livestock Market Review 1990; 
Livestock Report March 1991; Bailey 1991; Brink 1991. 
3 thousand head 
bU.S. dollars per hundred weight 
cu.s. dollars per head (600 pounds) 
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Feeder-cattle production 
Regional feeder-cattle production numbers were estimated to represent two 
factors: the number of calves available for feedlot and/or stocker operations and the 
place in which the calves were born. Estimation of regionally available feeder-cattle 
production in the United States begins with the calf crop as reported by the USDA, 
however, not all of these calves will be available to feedlots or stocker operators. 
Therefore, subtracted from the calf-crop number are beef and dairy heifer 
replacements, bulls heavier than 500 pounds, and commercial calf slaughter. This 
results in the number of calves that will be available for feeding to a fed-slaughter 
weight. 
Statistics Canada (1991) reports the number of calves in Canada less than one 
year old on January 1, 1990, and this number is used as the available feeder cattle for 
1990. This number reflects available feeder cattle less slaughter calves because it is a 
point-in-time number. In addition, replacement heifers are reported as a separate 
number; therefore, most of the calves on January 1 will be available for feedlot 
placement. 
The National Livestock Federation of Mexico reports a calf-crop number for 
1990. This number needs adjustment because all these calves will not be available as 
feeders. Mexico does not report a replacement heifer number so this number was 
estimated to get a number of surplus feeder cattle that represents reported feeder-
cattle exports to the United States in 1990 (USDA May 1991). 
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Feeder-cattle prices 
Feeder-cattle prices for the U.S. regions are generated using state prices 
reported by Cattle Fax (1991). The Cattle Fax state prices are a weighted average of 
the feeder-cattle markets within the state. For this research, a simple average of the 
state-reported 500- and 600-pound feeder steer prices is used to represent the regional 
feeder-cattle price. Cattle Fax prices are not reported for states within the Lake States 
or Northeast regions, therefore, the Lake States price was collected from the USDA 
Market News office in Springfield, Illinois, and the Northeast price was estimated using 
neighboring regions, prices and estimated transportation costs. 
Canadian feeder-cattle prices are reported by Agriculture Canada. Toronto and 
Edmonton prices for 500- to 600-pound feeder steers are used as the feeder-cattle 
prices for Eastern and Western Canada, respectively. These prices are reported in 
Canadian dollars and are converted to U.S. dollars. 
The feeder-cattle price in Mexico is based on the feeder-cattle price paid in the 
Southern Plains. The Mexican price is estimated by subtracting a $5.50 per hundred 
weight quality discount (Davis 1991), 5 percent per head tariff (USDA May 1991), and 
$5 per hundred weight transportation, from the Southern Plains feeder-cattle price. 
Feeder-Cattle Utilization and Fed-Cattle Production 
Over the five-year time frame used in the model, fed-cattle production and 
feeder-cattle use by feedlots and stocker operators closely parallel each other and for 
data collection purposes are considered equal. The number of USDA-reported fed-
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cattle marketings from feedlots is used as the feeder-cattle utilization number and the 
production of fed cattle. Fed marketings are only reported for the 13 major cattle-
feeding states, therefore, fed marketings must be estimated fo r the nonreporting 
states.1 
Reported fed-cattle marketings are not available in Mexico, thus, the number 
of cattle slaughtered is the closest approximation of the domestic use of feeder cattle 
in Mexico. The number of cattle slaughtered is also the number used as the 
approximation of the production of fed cattle. This assumption is relevant because 
slaughter-cattle trade between United States and Mexico in 1990 was inconsequential. 
This does not, however, restrict the use of the model if slaughter cattle are traded 
across the U.S./Mexican border in the future. 
Agriculture Canada reports the number of marketings of steers and heifers by 
province. This number is reported as cattle are received a t the beef-packing plants, 
consequently, fed cattle that originated from Canadian feedlots but were exported to 
the United States would not be accounted for in the marketing number. Since use of 
feeder cattle and production of fed cattle should be estimated prior to U.S./Canadaian 
trade, exports are added and imports are subtracted from the marketings by province. 
Table 3 displays the fed-cattle production, utilization, price, and the market 
where the fed-cattle price was reported. Tables G and H in the Appendix present the 
1Estimation of fed marketings for the nonreporting states is accomplished by taking the ratio of the 
13-state fed marketings to cat Lie and calves on feed January 1, 1990, of the same 13 states. The ratio is 
then multiplied by the number of cattle on feed for the nonreporting states, generating an estimate of fed 
marketings for nonreporting states (Gustafson 1991). The sum of the actual fed marketings reported for 
13 states and the estimated fed marketings of the nonreporting states is the total fed marketings for the 
respective regions. 
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data used to generate the data in Table 3. 
Table 3. Regional fed-cattle data, 1990 
Region Prod a Use3 Priceb Valuec Market 
1. NW 1,030 1,130 77.88 934 WA-OR Direct 
2. SW 1,295 1,378 77.23 927 CA-NV Direct 
3. NP 947 430 76.57 919 MT Direct 
4. CP 13,464 14,989 78.75 945 NEB / KS Direct 
5. SP 5,951 4,851 78.70 944 TX Panhandle 
6. SE 336 295 75.85 910 Montgomery 
7. LS 2,786 2,413 78.04 936 IL Direct 
8. NE 338 505 77.79 933 Lancaster 
9. WC 1,739 1,448 69.55 835 Edmonton 
10. EC 619 570 76.18 914 Toronto 
11. MX 5,269 5,269 64.58 775 Mexico City 
Total 33,774 33,278 
Sources: Cattle on Feed 1991; Livestock Slaughter 1990 Summary; Livestock 
Market Review 1990; Bailey 1991; USDA Market News Offices. 
3 thousand head 
bU.S. dollars per hundred weight 
CU.S. dollars per head (1200 pounds) 
Fed-Cattle Utilization and Prices 
Fed-cattle utilization is simply the number of steers and heifers slaughtered in 
each region. Statistics from federally inspected (F.I.) steer and heifer slaughter are 
used for developing regional fed-cattle utilization numbers for the U.S. regions. The 
USDA regions have been slightly adjusted to better represent regional characteristics 
of the cattle-feeding industry. The characteristics of the cattle-feeding industry in 
Colorado are most similar to the states outlined in the Central Plains. The 
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characteristics of the cattle-feeding industry in Utah are most similar to the states 
outlined in the Southwest. Colorado and Utah have been taken from the Northern 
Plains and added to the Central Plains and the Southwest, respectively. Colorado was 
estimated to slaughter 2,004,000 steers and heifers in 1990 (Post 1991). This number 
was subtracted from the Northern Plains and added to the Central Plains. It has been 
assumed that 400,000 steers and heifers were slaughtered in Utah in 1990 (Sterling 
Marketing). Again, this number is subtracted from the 1990 F.I. slaughter in the 
Northern Plains and added to the Southwest. 
Canada's 1990 fed-cattle use is estimated from the sum of federally inspected 
steer and heifer slaughter in each province as reported by Agriculture Canada. · 
Slaughter statistics for Mexico are reported by the Foreign Agriculture Service (USDA 
1991). Mexico's cow and calf slaughter is subtracted from the total slaughter to 
generate the 1990 steer and heifer slaughter number. 
Fed-cattle prices 
Fed-cattle prices were collected from markets in each region that trade a high 
volume of slaughter cattle. U.S. prices are reported by the USDA Market News offices 
within each region and were collected for choice steers weighing 1,100 to 1,300 pounds. 
Canadian fed-steer prices were collected for steers graded as Al, 2, over 1,050 pounds 
for Edmonton and Toronto markets (Livestock Market Review 1990). 
The National Livestock Federation of Mexico reports a monthly average grass-
fed live steer wholesale price since most cattle are grass-fed in Mexico. The monthly 
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quotes were averaged to get a 1990 price for slaughter steers. The number was 
reported in pesos and has been converted to U.S. dollars per hundred weight by using 
the 1990 currency exchange rate of 2812.6 Pesos per U.S. dollar (Sampson 1991). 
Transfer Costs 
Transfer costs are represented by the actual price difference of each commodity 
between regions. Th.is is a transfer cost instead of a transportation cost because other 
variables such as tariffs, quality differences, currency exchange rates, commodity 
deterioration or shrinkage, and other market forces are incorporated into the price 
differential. Because the actual price differences incorporate these additional costs, the 
transportation cost and price difference are not always equal; however, both are similar 
in most cases.2 Consequently, price differentials have been used in the model as a 
transfer cost for 1990 because it be tter represents the individual characteristics between 
regions. 
Elasticities 
Tables 4a and 4b present the elasticities used in the model. Own-and cross-
price elasticities are used to express equilibrium conditions for the model. The 
feedgrain demand elasticities and the fed cattle own-price demand elasticity are 
2Estimated transportation costs were developed lo compare Lo the actual price differences. Clary et 
al. (1984) estimated linear regression equations for truck and single-car rail grain transportation rates as 
a function of distance. In addition, average cattle-hauling rates for 1990 were collected from transportation 
companies. The 1990 annual average rate for hauling cattle was about $1.70 per loaded mile, with an 
average load of cattle weighing 49,000 pounds. These two source were used to compare estimated 
transportation rates to actual price differences. In most cases the actual price difference is very similar 
to the estimated transportation cost. 
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Table 4a. Supply elasticities 
Quantity Feeder Cattle Feedgrain Fed Cattle 
1. NW Feeder Cattle 0.61 0 0 
Feedgrain 0 0.38 0 
Fed Cattle -1.01 -0.44 1.70 
2. SW Feeder Cattle 0.61 0 0 
Feed grain 0 0.38 0 
Fed Cattle -1.01 -0.44 1.70 
3. NP Feeder Cattle 0.84 0 0 
Feedgrain 0 0.58 0 
Fed Cattle -1.39 -0.70 2.34 
4. CP Feeder Cattle 0.54. 0 0 
Feedgrain 0 0.40· 0 
Fed Cattle -0.881 -0.29'" 1.17 
5. SP Feeder Cattle 0.42 0 0 
Feedgrain 0 0.22 0 
Fed Cattle -0.69 -0.22 1.17 
6. SE Feeder Cattle 0.57 0 0 
Feedgrain 0 0.84 0 
Fed Callie -0.94 -0.39 1.60 
7. LS Feeder Caule 0.27 0 0 
Feedgrain 0 OA8 0 
Fed Cattle -0.44 -0.04 0.75 
8. NE Feeder Cattle 0.34 0 0 
Feedgrain 0 0.99 0 
Fed Cattle -0.57 -0.13 0.96 
9. WC Feeder Cattle 0.84 0 0 
Feedgrain 0 0.58 0 
Fed Caule -1.39 -0.70 2.34 
10. EC Feeder Cattle 0.34 0 0 
Feedgrain 0 0.99 0 
Fed Cattle -0.57 -0.13 0.96 
11.MX Feeder Cattle 0.61 0 0 
Feedgrain 0 0.38 0 
Fed Cattle -1.01 -0.44 1.70 
Sources: 'Meyers et al. (1991), 
proportionality restrictions 
bWomack (1991), <calculated using homogeneity and 
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Table 4b. Demand elasticities 
Quantity Feeder Cattle Feedgrain Fed Cattle 
1. NW Feeder Cattle -1.01 -0.44 1.70 
Feedgrain -0.15 -0.37 0.25 
Fed Cattle 0 0 -0.80 
2. SW Feeder Cattle -1.01 -0.44 1.70 
Feedgrain -0.15 -0.37 0.25 
Fed Cattle 0 0 -0.80 
3. NP Feeder Cattle -1.39 -0.70 2.34 
Feedgrain -0.15 -0.37 0.25 
Fed Cattle 0 0 -0.80 
4. CP Feeder Cattle -0.881 -0.35c l.49c 
Feedgrain -0.1.51' -0.37' 0.25b 
Fed Cattle 0 0 -0.80" 
5.SP Feeder Cattle -0.69 -0.22 1.17 
Feedgrain -0.15 -0.37 0.25 
Fed Cattle 0 0 -0.80 
6. SE Feeder Cattle -0.94 -0.39 1.60 
Feedgrain -0.15 -0.37 0.25 
Fed Cattle 0 0 -0.80 
7. LS Feeder Cattle -0.44 -0.0~ 0.75 
Feedgraio -0.15 -0.37 0.25 
Fed Cattle 0 0 -0.80 
8. NE Feeder Cattle -0.57 -0.13 0.96 
Feedgrain -0.15 -0.37 0.25 
Fed Callie 0 0 -0.80 
9. WC Feeder Callie -1.39 -0.70 2.34 
Feedgrain -0.15 -0.37 0.25 
Fed Cattle 0 0 -0.80 
10. EC Feeder Cattle -0.57 -0.13 0.96 
Feed grain -0.15 -0.37 0.25 
Fed Cattle 0 0 -0.80 
11. MX Feeder Cattle -1.01 -0.44 1.70 
Feedgrain -0.15 -0.37 0.25 
Fed Callie 0 0 -0.80 
Sources: 1 Meyers 
proportionality restrictions 
et al. (1991), bWomack (1991), •ca1culated using homogeneity and 
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considered constant over all regions. Meyers' (1991) supply elasticities are regionally 
adjusted using three conditions: Shumway's (1988) regional elasticities, homogeneous 
of degree zero, and Moschini's (1991) proportionality condition. These conditions are 
explained in detail in Chapter VI after the theoretical model bas been described. 
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CHAPTER V. THEORETICAL MODEL 
The following theoretical model is used to directly specify equilibrium conditions 
for a multicommodity, multiregional, nonlinear, nonspatial equilibrium model. The 
notation for the following model and development of the GINO model come from Van 
der Sluis (1988). Supply and demand in each region for each commodity are specified 
as a function of prices and own-price and cross-price elasticities. Inverse supply and 
demand are solved for by taking the log of the supply and demand systems for each 
region and then solving for the log price. There are three sets of equilibrium 
conditions. 
1. Price linkage: inverse supply equals inverse demand fo r each commodity in 
each region. 
2. Quantity linkage: total supply equals total demand for each commodity. 
3. Transfer Linkage: price in a deficit region is less than or equal to price in a 
urplus region plus the transfer cost. 
The unknowns are production and utilization of each commodity in each region. 
After production and utilization are solved for, the equilibrium quantity, price, and 
su rplus or deficit can be calculated. 
The model must consist of at least the same number of equations as there are 
unknowns. For example, there are 66 unknowns in the Chapter VI model, therefore, 
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the number of equations equals one quantity linkage equation for each commodity (3) 
plus (33) price linkages plus (30) transfer linkages. The optimal solution is found by 
having N(N-1)/ 2 conditional transfer linkages (Moschini 1987) to provide all potential 
transfer routes to the model so that the algorithm can chose N-1 optimal transfer 
linkages which then become binding. The program will only utilize N-1 transfer 
linkages for each commodity when solving the model. 
The following equations and symbol definitions explain the structure of the 
model. Consider m regions trading n commodities where the supply curve is defined 
as 
n 
S _ y II p lliik ij - ij ik for i= 1, ... ,m; (1) 
k =l 
j= 1, ... ,n; 
k = 1, ... ,n; 
where Sii is the quantity supplied of commodity j in region i; 
Pik is the price of commodity k in region i; 
Yij is a supply shifter for commodity j in region i; 
oiik is a supply price elasticity; price of commodity k on supply for 
commodity j in region i. 
The supply system of equations for region i is written in logarithmic form and 
then solved for price. This results in the inverse supply system of equations for 
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region i. Written in matrix notation 
(n" 1) (n"n) (n"l) 
The inverse supply curve for a single commodity is 
n 
d ""k p .. = a.. II s.k IJ 
I) 1) I 
k=l 
n 
where a · = II y . -dijk • 
IJ tk I 
k=l 
for i=l, ... ,m; 
j= l, ... ,n; 
k= 1, ... ,n; 
(2) 
(3) 
d iJk is the jk1h element of the inverse of the matrix of own- and cros -price 
supply elasticities. 
The demand curve is defined as 
n 
D .. = II p J}ijk I) (X jj ik fo r i = 1, .. .,m; (4) 
k=l 
j=l, ... ,n; 
k= 1, ... ,n; 
where Dii is the quantity demanded of commodity j in region i; 
cxii is a demand shifter for commodity j in region i; 
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Pik is the price of commodity k in region i; 
~ iik is a demand price elasticity; price of commodity k on demand for 
commodity j in region i. 
The demand system of equations for region i is written in logarithmic form and 
then solved for price. This results in the inverse demand system of equations. Written 
in matrix notation 
(5) 
(n*l) (n*n) (n* 1) 
The inverse demand curve for a single commodity is 
n 
P _ II D biik .. - C·· .k 
IJ IJ I 
k=l 
for i =1, ... ,m; (6) 
j = 1, ... ,n; 
k=l, ... ,n; 
n 
where C·· = II a . -bijk . 
IJ 1k I 
k=l 
biik is the jk'h element of the inverse of the matrix of own- and cross-price 
demand elasticities. 
After the inverse supply and demand have been solved for, three sets of 
equilibrium conditions must be satisfied for the model to solve for the unknowns. The 
first set of equilibrium conditions states that inverse supply must equal inverse demand 
for each commodity in each region. The price linkage is 
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n n 
a II S diik _ c II n .,kbiik ij ik - ij 
k=l k=l 
(7) 
The number of price linkage conditions needed to specify the model is 
determined by the number of commodities times the number of regions. 
The second set of equilibrium conditions is the quantity linkages. This condition 
states that total supply equals total demand for each commodity 
m 
~ s .. = 
I) 
i= 1 
m 
:En .. 
IJ 
i= 1 
for j = 1, .. .,n. (8) 
The final set of equilibrium conditions is the transfer linkage. This condition 
states that price in one region must be less than or equal to the price in another region 
plus a transfer cost. 
n n 
aei II Sek deik + T cii > cii Il D ik biik ; (9) 
k=l k=l 
where Teij is the transfer cost from an exporting region to an importing region 
and subscripts e and i denote potential exporting and importing regions, respectively. 
For each commodity, N(N-1)/2 conditional transfer linkages are specified to allow the 
a lgorithm to chose N-1 optimal transfer linkages which then become binding. 
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CHAPTER VI. MODELING THE CATILE-FEEDING INDUSTRY 
This chapter describes the structure of the cattle-feeding industry model for 
North America. The model outlined in Chapter V has been applied to the cattle-
feeding industry data in Chapter IV to replicate the industry as it was in 1990. Per 
bead prices and per head transfer costs are used in developing the model, however, 
results are reported in hundred weight and metric ton amounts. Based ·on present and 
potential issues affecting the cattle-feeding sector over the next five years, three 
scenarios where executed by shocking the 1990 base model. Description and results 
of the scenarios follow in Chapter VII. The logarithmic model has been solved using 
GINO (LINDO 1990 and Liebman 1986). 
There are eleven regions as defined in Chapter IV: eight U.S. regions, two 
Canadian regions, and Mexico. Three commodities are simultaneously traded: feeder 
cattle, feedgrain, and fed cattle. The subscripts that assist in defining the equations are 
the numbers assigned to the regions and commodities: 
Region Numbers (i = 1.. ... 11) Commodity Numbers U = 1. 2. 3) 
1. Northwest 7. Lake States 1. Feeder cattle 
2. Southwest 
3. Northern Plains 
8. Northeast 
9. Western Canada 
2. Feedgrain 
3. Fed cattle 
4. Central Plains 10. Eastern Canada 
5. Southern Plains 11. Mexico 
6. Southeast 
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Supply and Demand Equations 
The structure of the supply and demand equations is identical for each region. 
Supply and demand equations, corresponding to equations (1) and (4) in Chapter V, 
are specified for the Central Plains. 
Supply Eguations Defined 
S _ y p an 41 - 41 43 
S - p 631p 632p 633 43 - y 43 41 42 43 
Supply Elasticities 
011 o o 
0 022 0 
031 032 033 
Demand Eguations Defined 
D P IHlp IH2p JH3 41 = « 41 41 42 43 
Demand Elasticities 
p11 p 12 p 13 
p21 p22 p23 
0 0 P33 
Price Linkage 
Inverse supply and inverse demand of each commodity are set equal to each 
other for each region. Thirty three price linkages are needed fo r this model. The 
fo llowing illustrates setting equations (3) and (6) equal to each other for the Central 
Plains. 
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Inverse Supply = Inverse Demand 
a S d411 _ c D b411 D b4120 b413 (lla) 41 41 - 41 41 42 43 
S d422 a.u 42 D 
b421D b422D b423 = C42 41 42 43 
a S d431s d432s d433 = c 0 b433 43 41 42 43 43 43 
(llb) 
(1 lc) 
Equations (lla,b,c) are expressed in logarithmic form in the GINO program 
(Appendix) as equations 10, 11, and 12, respectively. 
Quantity Linkage 
The second set of equilibrium conditions (8) is the quantity linkage, where total 
supply equals total demand. Three quantity linkages are needed for this model because 
there are three commodities. Equation (13) is the quantity linkage for feeder cattle. 
(13) 
where DRow1 is the rest of world demand for feeder cattle. 
The quantity linkage for feeder cattle is expressed in logarithmic form in the 
GINO program (Appendix) as equation number 94. 
Tran fer Linkage 
Transfer Linkages are developed by setting equation (3) equal to or greater than 
equation (6) and adding the transfer cost. This condition is illustrated in equation (12) 
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for linking the Central Plains to the Southeast for feeder cattle. The Central Plains is 
deficit feeder cattle and the Southeast is surplus feeder cattle, therefore, the Central 
Plains inverse demand equation for feeder cattle will be linked to the Southeast inverse 
supply equation for feeder cattle. 
S d611 T D b4t 1D b4120 b413 a 61 61 + 641 > C4 1 41 -12 43 (12) 
Equation (12) is expressed in logarithmic form in the GINO program 
(Appendix) as equation 40. 
Elasticities 
The own-price supply elasticities collected from Meyers et al. (1991) were 
adjusted using regional elasticities estimated by Shumway et al. (1988). The regional 
differences in Shumway's short-run elastici ties were u ed to adjust Meyers' five-year 
elasticities. The adjustment was made by taking the average of Shumway's elasticities 
and identifying the region tbat was the closest to the average. That region, the Central 
Plains (Corn Belt), was chosen as the base region and given Meyers' five-year 
elasticities. The own-price five-year elasticities fo r the other regions were adju ted 
according to the percentage differences between Shumway's short-run regional 
e lasticities. Mexico is assumed to be equal to the Southwest. Western Canada is 
assumed to be equal to the Northern Plains. Eastern Canada is assumed to be equal 
to the Northeast. Shumway's Pacific and Mountain regions' elasticities were averaged 
and used for the Northwest and the Southwest in the model. In addition, the feeder-
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cattle demand elasticities are assumed to be equal to the fed-cattle supply elasticities 
to restrict these two equations to equal. 
All equations are restricted to be homogeneous of degree zero. Because feeder 
cattle and feedgrain make up over 95 percent of the cost of producing fed cattle, the 
elasticity that is collapsed into the constant must be negative and small in the fed-cattle 
supply equation. In addition, the size of the two input demand elasticities in the fed -
cattle supply equation must be proportionate to the value of the inpu ts. The input 
demand elasticity by fed-beef producers for all inputs other than feeder cattle and 
feedgrain is collapsed into the constant in the fed-cattle supply and feeder-cattle 
demand equations and is re tricted to be -0.26 in all regions. Given the homogeneity 
and proportionality restrictions, the -0.26 implicit elasticity was minimized because the 
value of other inputs is smal l relative to feeder cattle and feedgrain. Based on Meyers 
cross-price elasticity of feeder-cattle price on fed-cattle upply, the other two ela ticitie 
in the fed-cattle supply equation are estimated using a technique from Moschini and 
Meilke (1991) to achieve proportionality and homogeneity restrictions. This method 
uses the proportionality of the price of inputs to the output. The method is to take the 
-0.88 cross-price elasticity times the ratio of per-head value of fed cattle to per-head 
value of feeder cattle to get the own-price supply elasticity for fed cattle. The cross-
price supply elasticity of feedgrain price on fed-cattle supply is adjusted to restrict the 
equation to homogeneous of degree -0.26. As with the other supply and demand 
equations, the -0.26 is implicitly collapsed into the constant to restrict the entire 
equation to homogeneous of degree zero. 
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Therefore by using Meyers input elasticity of feeder-cattle price on fed-cattle 
supply, the other two elasticities can be calculated. The fed-cattle own-price supply 
elasticity is calculated using the proportionality condition, and the feedgrain demand 
elasticity is found by imposing the homogeneity condition. 
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CHAPTER VII. RESULTS 
This chapter describes the rationale and results of the three scenarios applied 
to the base model. The scenarios chosen are present and pctential issues that may 
affect the structure and performance of the cattle-feeding industry. The scenario 
results are presented as changes from the 1990 base model in this chapter. The initial 
operation of the model was performed to precisely replicate the 1990 data outlined in 
Chapter IV, therefore, the results of the 1990 base model are not presented. 
The 100 equation limit of GINO restricted this model from having N(N-1)/ 2 
transfer linkages for each commodity. To relax this programming restriction, N-1 
transfer linkages for each commodity were used in the initial operation of each 
scenario. Whenever the policy shocks changed the optimal transfer linkages (This was 
apparent in the model whenever one of the transfer linkage equations had a non-zero 
slack value to indicate that the linkage structure itself was influencing the results) other 
conditional transfer linkages were added, using inequality signs, until the model 
determined the optimum N-1 binding transfer linkages. In this manner the results 
satisfy the law of one price. 
Scenario 1. Relative Transportation Costs 
This scena rio is designed to represent the effects of a change in the relative cost 
of transporting meat versus transporting feedgrain. The justification for this analysis 
lies in the potential opportunities caused by technological advances available for meat 
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and livestock distribution versus feedgrain distribution. It is believed that there are 
more opportunities for structural and technological advancements in meat distribution 
systems than grain distribution systems (Nalivka 1991). Issues such as shipping tray-
ready meat directly to retail stores or poor performance in the railroad industry could 
change the relative transportation costs. If this type of change occurs, then the cost of 
transporting feedgrain will increase in relation to the cost of transporting meat (cattle). 
For scenario 1, the base model is shocked by increasing the cost of transporting 
feedgrain by one-third to represent the change in the relative transportation costs. 
Results of scenario 1 indicate that an increase in the relative cost of transporting 
feedgrain forces the feedgrain to be used where it is produced. Feedgrain deficit 
regions yield an increase in the price of feedgrain. This leads those regions to increase 
the production of feedgrain and decrease the use of feedgrain, therefore, the deficit 
regions become less reliant on importing feedgrain. All but two surplus regions 
experience a decrease in feedgrain price. This leads to an increase in the use of 
feedgrain and a decrease in the production of feedgrain in the surplus regions because 
fewer feedgrain imports are now demanded by deficit regfons. The two regions that 
are surplus regions, but did not behave as such, are the Northwest and the Southern 
Plains. This is because the transfer linkages that became binding for these regions 
linked two surplus regions. This is logical because these regions are major 
international grain-exporting centers where grain is transported through. Table 5 
presents the results from scenario 1 as changes from the 1990 base model. 
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Table 5. Results of scenario 1 
Feeder Cattle Feedgrain Fed Cattle 
Reg Prod a Use3 Priceb Pro de Usec Priced Prod3 Use3 Priceb 
NW -1 -17 -0.13 171 -60 5.15 -17 -1 0.08 
SW -1 -36 -0.13 93 -198 9.10 -36 -1 0.08 
NP -4 23 -0.13 -382 39 -2.45 23 -0 0.08 
CP -4 87 -0.13 -383 171 -0.95 87 -13 0.08 
SP -4 -15 -0.13 76 -124 2.20 -15 -4 0.08 
SE -4 -2 -0.13 283 -147 2.50 -2 -0 0.08 
LS -1 5 -0.13 -504 116 -0.95 5 -2 0.08 
NE -1 -0 -0.13 171 -64 2.20 -0 -0 0.08 
WC -3 99 -0.13 -403 158 -5.40 99 -1 0.08 
EC -0 -2 -0.13 337 -130 4.85 -2 -0 0.08 
MX -7 -171 -0.13 122 -197 11.30 -171 -5 0.08 
Ttl -29 -29 -437 -437 -29 -29 
3 thousand head 
bU.S. dollars per hundred weight 
cthousand metric tons 
dU.S. dollars per metric ton 
Note: total may not add due to rounding 
Because it is less efficient to transport feedgrain to deficit regions, the cattle-
feeding industry shifts to regions that are surplus in feedgrain. The change in total 
supply and demand for the three commodities in North America is small , however, 
regional production and utilization adjustments are noteworthy. 
Scenario 2. Grazing Fees 
This scenario attempts to demonstrate the response to increasing grazing fee 
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on public land to a point that it would become less profitable to raise cattle in regions 
where a significant amount of cattle are grazed on public land. Scenario 2 is 
performed by shifting the feeder-cattle supply curve to the left by 50 percent in the 
Northwest, Southwest, and Northern Plains. The important considerations in this 
scenario are the relative changes in production, utilization, and price. Table 6 presents 
the results of scenario 2 as changes from the 1990 base model. 
Table 6. Results of scenario 2 
Feeder Cattle Feedgrain Fed Cattle 
Reg Prod3 Use3 Priceb Pro de Usec Priced Prod3 Use3 Priceb 
NW -559 -40 10.28 -14 -18 -0.41 -40 -35 3.16 
SW -789 -52 10.28 -8 -39 -0.41 -52 -44 3.16 
NP -1,534 -42 10.28 -63 -13 -0.41 -42 -14 3.16 
CP 315 -409 10.28 -164 -156 -0.41 -409 -465 3.16 
SP 286 -156 10.28 -16 -76 -0.41 -156 -151 3.16 
SE 284 -12 10.28 -47 -84 -0.41 -12 -9 3.16 
LS 64 -42 10.28 -217 -98 -0.41 -42 -75 3.16 
NE 46 -7 10.28 -32 -37 -0.41 -7 -16 3.16 
WC 260 -76 10.28 -32 -20 -0.41 -76 -51 3.16 
EC 34 -15 10.28 -28 -46 -0.41 -15 -18 3.16 
MX 519 -223 10.28 -5 -36 -0.41 -223 -198 3.16 
Ttl -1,075 -1,075 -622 -622 -1,075 -1,075 
3 thousand head 
1iu.s. dollars per hundred weight 
cthousand metric tons 
dU.S. do llars per metric ton 
Note: Total may not add due to rounding 
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Results indicate that production of feeder cattle decreases by less than 50 
percent in the three shocked regions. The feeder-cattle price increases in all regions 
by $10.28. The Northwest and Southwest change from surplus to deficit feeder cattle, 
while the Northern Plains remains surplus. As a result of the increase in the price, 
feeder-cattle use decreases in all regions. Because fewer cattle are fed throughout 
North America, feedgrain production, use, and price decrease everywhere. The 
restriction that feeder-cattle use must equal fed-cattle production forces fed-cattle 
production to decrease the same as feeder-cattle use in all regions. Fed-cattle price 
increases in all regions resulting in a decrease in the demand for fed cattle. 
Scenario 3. Mexican Feeder-Cattle Tariff 
In 1990, there was a 5 percent export tari ff paid on feeder cattle from Mexico. 
This tariff was scheduled to be reduced to 1.67 percent in September 1991 (USDA May 
1991). This scenario was executed by reducing the transfer cost of feede r cattle from 
Mexico to the Southern Plains. The reduction in the transfer cost is equal to the 
reduction in the export tariff from 5 percent to 1.67 percent based, on 600-pound 
feeder cattle. The initial tariff was estimated at $3.87 per hundred weight. The 
reduction from 5 percent to 1.67 percent results in a $2.59 per hundred weight 
reduction in the transfer cost. Table 7 presents the results of scenario 3. The numbers 
illustrated in Table 7 are changes from the 1990 base model. 
Results show that Mexico increases its net exports of feeder cattle to the United 
States, decreases its need for imported feedgrain, and requires fed-cattle imports to 
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Table 7. Results of scenario 3 
Feeder Cattle Feedgrain Fed Cattle 
Reg Prod8 Usea Priceb Prodc Usec Priced Prod a Use a Priceb 
NW -4 6 -0.57 2 3 0.05 6 0 -0.01 
SW -6 8 -0.57 1 6 0.05 8 0 -0.01 
NP -18 7 -0.57 7 2 0.05 7 0 -0.01 
CP -18 67 -0.57 19 27 0.05 67 1 -0.01 
SP -16 24 -0.57 2 12 0.05 24 0 -0.01 
SE -16 2 -0.57 5 13 0.05 2 0 -0.01 
LS -4 7 -0.57 25 18 0.05 7 0 -0.01 
NE -3 1 -0.57 4 6 0.05 1 0 -0.01 
WC -14 14 -0.57 4 4 0.05 14 0 -0.01 
EC -2 2 -0.57 3 7 0.05 2 0 -0.01 
MX 104 -137 2.02 1 -26 0.05 -137 0 -0.01 
Ttl 3 3 72 72 3 3 
athousand head 
bU.S. dollars per hundred weight 
cthousand metric tons 
dU.S. dollars per metric ton 
Note: Total may not add due to rounding 
satisfy its demand. The feeder cattle price in Mexico increases by $2.02, while the 
feeder-cattle price in other regions decreases by $0.57. Consequently, the use of feeder 
cattle in Mexico decreases and the production of feeder cattle increases. The 
additional excess production of feeder cattle in Mexico is demanded by the other North 
American regions because of the price reduction and a smaller feeder-cattle supply 
inthose regions. In all regions except Mexico, feedgrain production, use, and price 
increase because more cattle will be fed in those regions. Mexico decreases its use of 
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feedgrain, but still realizes an increase in the price of feedgrain because Mexico is a 
net importer of feedgrain from the United States, where the price increases. Mexican 
grain producers are willing to provide more feedgrain to their domestic users because 
of the higher price. Fed-cattle use is unchanged; however, the United States must now 
export fed cattle to Mexico because fewer cattle are fed in Mexico. 
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CHAPTER YIU. SUMMARY 
This thesis examines how the location of the cattle-feeding industry in North 
America might respond to these realistic scenarios. The nonlinear, nonspatial model 
uses prices and elasticities to specify supply and demand for feeder cattle, feedgrain, 
and fed cattle in eleven regions. The model precisely replicates the 1990 base case and 
is shocked with three scenarios: change in relative transportation cost, increase in 
federal grazing fees, and reduction in the Mexican feeder-cattle tariff. 
Results show that regional differences in the response to changes in the industry 
are important to the outcome of policy and industry changes. When transfer costs 
increase, the industry tends to use the commodities where they are produced. When 
feeder-cattle supply is shocked to the left, fed-cattle production and use change in 
response to the change in the fed-cattle price, not the feeder-cattle supply shock. The 
tariff-reduction scenario indicates small changes in the total for North America, but 
Mexico sees the largest changes in the three commodities, as would be expected in a 
small-country case. 
Agriculture Canada 
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APPENDIX 
Table A. U.S. (eedgra in produclion, 1989 (89/90) 
Region 
North""" 
ID 
OR 
WA 
TOlol 
% of Fccdgr:11ns 
Sou t..·cs 
Kl. 
CA 
NV 
UT 
To<ol 
% or Fc:edgra ins 
Nonhern Pla1n1 
MT 
NO 
SD 
WY 
ToG>I 
% of Fccdgrains 
C.,nlral Plains 
co 
IA 
KS 
MO 
NE 
TOlal 
(°""t) of Fecdgra1n1 
Souhern Pb1ns 
AR 
LA 
NM 
OK 
TX 
To1al 
""o o( Ftt dgra 1 ns 
Souhea>< 
AL 
A. 
(j,\ 
KY 
MS 
NC 
SC 
TN 
Total 
&o o( Fe~dgra1ns 
The Lakes 
IL 
IN 
Ml 
MN 
OH 
WI 
Total 
% o( Fccdgrairu 
Nor1hca11 
CT 
DE 
M.r-\ 
:vlD 
ME 
NII 
NJ 
NY 
PA 
RI 
V,\ 
VT 
WV 
Total 
% or PccdgrJins 
Unned Stoles 
Corn 
6.~o 
3.520 
IS.7SO 
25.520 
1.885 
29.600 
2,6-10 
34, J2S 
J :l) 
)4,875 
190.800 
J .~s 
229.890 
IJ.l.850 
l,MS.500 
ISS,000 
!IQ,840 
847,000 
2.tm.1~ 
7,07<> 
IJ.490 
<>.<00 
Q,.l<>O 
1·18.400 
187.92~ 
14.IAA 
<,<l:?O 
'~.!SO 
l"•.8!10 
Q.000 
88..lSO 
30.940 
Sl>.710 
39S,430 
1.322,250 
69tl>OO 
~!?.otO 
700.000 
31~.::oo 
310.800 
3.589.41-0 
13.JOO 
•11,fMI() 
7,2·12 
SJ.010 
9&S80 
I0, 150 
4.370 
200.952 
7.SlS.493 
Oarky ~h..,, 
1,000 Bushels 
59.500 
ll060 
2&420 
99.980 0 
l.!lo 
14.500 
990 
9.006 
ZS,732 
<>8.800 
"&OSO 
19,lSO 
7.000 
193.100 
12.loO 
576 
375 
800 
J9} 
1.655 
1.13'1 
2,1):,.1 
500 
.l.763 
?.J!O 
44.000 
3.705 
S0.0!5 
l.::i:>O 
472 
S,015 
1.875 
401.203 
21() 
810 
t.~0 
10.400 
10.400 
11.375 
1118,750 
45.0JO 
IOtO«O 
.15<>,!IS 
21.fJSO 
6.17S 
ll.500 
I 7.040 
l<H,JOO 
2!tt.V(i 
7 )) 
J .501 
.1.2 1fJ 
450 
!,U!S 
14.410 
11.n!O 
I 1.o?O 
ol.U20 
Sourtt: USDA. 'IA.<;S. Annual Crrp S<mmary • .bnu1ry IY.1 1 
\\lhca1 
91.4?0 
SJ.835 
110.olO 
lSS,865 
10.722 
S2,60S 
1.200 
5,950 
70.477 
145,030 
241.320 
83,080 
4,108 
47S,D8 
62.ll.O 
3~ 
21J.o00 
86,950 
H.JSO 
42l!t,O 
52.800 
10.850 
4.000 
153.QOO 
li(l.000 
281.550 
' ... ~. 
I .AA~ 
,!.!_ llHI 
~!..'IH I 
15.•uu 
!IA:?f1 
t7.8J5 
111.900 
IU..840 
105,010 
Sl.9!0 
33,Q?O 
J0?.504 
62.730 
9Y-O 
)1>.1,41J 
J.1118 
U nS 
S,11.<0 
7.9H 
12.o50 
l,0.lo,nJ8 
Corn 
47 
740 
66 
853 
Z.S.7% 
8 
872 
4,770 
Q7 
5,747 
2.S. J'*r 
3.J71 
36, 138 
3.8'75 
S.4'Jn 
21.rn 
70,0H 
77.4"'• 
tn 
JJ7 
240 
!J.I 
J,710 
4."'18 
!n.l't 
31'5 
I IS 
l,.\l>h 
'.C.! 
!45 
!,)1<1 
774 
1.418 
9.88<> 
7~0~ 
JJ.056 
17.200 
5.165 
17.500 
8.5~5 
7.770 
SQ,7J7 
8&.0"f 
1.1110 
181 
t.m 
2.·172 
l ,l l) I 
109 
6.524 
SlOo/r 
188,137 
70.5"'· 
Barley Sorgh<m WhcM 
J.000 Mc1nc Tons 
1,275 2.•lQ 
258 1.442 
6W 2.lll>J 
?,142 0 6.8.54 
2:!.l"l O.O"l> 
26 b 
JI I 20 
21 
193 
551 !6 
16.6% 0.8% 
1,474 
l.101 
4 IJ 261'.I 
150 
4,138 200 
1&1'< t. l "l> 
?o I 2&1 
12 4.ll69 
1,126 
I I l.5!1 
287 8,!Al5 
0.3'""· 9.8'( 
527 
154 
313 
17 441 
tO . 4.108 
!1 5.542 
? I 
4J 
12 
81 
O.ot;;. 
J7 
107 
104 
355 
45"'(. 
8 . ..SJ 
JI.I'< 
I~ 
IP 
81 
II 
51 
Joi 
2.o""o 
191 
0 
0.0% 
JS.38<> 
S.8";. 
71 I~ 
287 
1,409 
32 
159 
1.888 
56.9% 
J,885 
o.491 
2.Zl 5 
126 
12.727 
55.6% 
1.0t>J 
88 
S,721 
2.329 
1.-183 
11.!85 
12.S<'f 
l.4 H 
~')J 
1(/1 
.a,t.:? 
t.t>07 
7.542 
t1 .. J''"'C' 
177 
Su 
"'" 
fJ(Ll 
4 Ill 
574 
J78 
506 
3J'J8 
2.a 8t""c 
2.813 
l..)OJ 
0()0 
:!.7~o 
l.N!O 
?50 
~.788 
0.7";, 
.17 
157 
2L' 
14 
1.()73 
n.s~ 
5-1.552 
!O .. ~r; 
Fccdgrain 
J .880 
t.788 
3.966 
9,6.l4 
100.0 '( 
J67 
2.<llW 
SJ 
418 
J.319 
100.0"'o 
5.367 
9,464 
7.668 
37.1 
22.871 
100.0% 
S.580 
36.!26 
14.578 
8,951 
lS.196 
90.S.l! 
IOU.0'"• 
2.1 18 
78? 
6toO 
4,814 
Q.-05 
17.1109 
1000~. 
'7Q 
1'-" 
l,t'5f\ 
1.1» 7 
7o7 
!,CIJS 
1.174 
1.975 
13.725 
HXl.0% 
30. loO 
18.081 
n.S?J 
!Ll8'1 
10.235 
8.(.9<1 
100.887 
100.0 <;. 
0 
4(),.\ 
0 
l.lln 
0 
0 
?~ 
JAB! 
2,7QJ 
0 
1.447 
0 
JlJ 
7,95 I 
l~.0 <'; 
!()i\,7?Q 
1(().0"0 
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Table B. Calculation of U.S. feed grain prices, 1990 
Ration Con1"1!puon 
Rc&!on Corn &rlel ~b""' Whcs1 Fced5r::11n FccdEraon 
Nor1h""a (S /bu) (S / bu) (S / c-..1 l (S / bu) CS / mo) CS / mt) 
ID 2.10 2.65 2.50 
OR 2.1S 2..lO 2.1S 
WA 2.1S l.IS 2.70 
Wctgtv.~ 8\"Cragc 2.74 2.47 2.b4 
(S / Mr) 109.51 11.S.06 9&52 109.61 106.42 
Sou tr.I.ca 
AZ J.15 2~ J.46 
CA 3.0S 2.o.5 J.29 
NV 2.20 ?.39 
UT 2~ 2.«J 2.llZ 
W<oghocd aYCroge J.~ 2..IS J.:?6 
(S I Mr) 12t4S 119.11 12t74 12t49 117.09 
Northern Plains 
MT 2.50 2.25 2.65 
ND 2.W 1.85 2.47 
so 2.QS 1.75 J .2S 2.5 I 
WY VO 3 . .io ? . .io 
Wcighocd aYCragc 2.0! 2.GJ J.lS ?..SJ 
(S / Mr) SJ.17 ~5. 14 71.80 94-.10 So.D 83.S4 
Ccrtral Ploons 
co 2.3S J .10 J.o.5 ?.4.1 
IA 2.2l> ?.7S 
KS ?.2S 1.10 J . .O 2.50 
MO 2.3S JOO ?.10 
NE 2-'0 ?.)) J.10 ?..IS 
Weogho cd •'-.rage 2.25 JOO J.67 254 
(S I MI") 90.08 1)9.82 82.1• 94.92 90.80 SQ.98 
Sot.Ahern Ploons 
AR .!.60 J Q5 J.10 
u. ?.'41 IJO J.25 
NM 2.IU 4 2S 2.fO 
OK 2.?S 1.05 .1.91 !..IS 
TX 2.5<1 2 15 4 15 ns 
\Veogho cd average 2.SI ?,OJ 111 l.73 
(S / Mf) ll)l.25 Q 1..10 t1!1) 1(11.7~ 11)).Jto •111.53 
~ .. hco.i 
AL 2.~I "" .l.11< FL 2.70 .?.~(I 
G,\ !.I'll l_ ~U _, .. ~, 
KY 1.511 ?..)) ' .!I.I ! .7'i 
MS 2.~) 4. IO ).Ill 
:-oc 2.55 2.05 J• .. O JI)) 
SC 2.?0 Z.:!O 4J5 Hu 
TN 2. IO I.to J.<IS 
\Vc1gho ed aYCragc 2..17 2.12 4 O'I ?.97 
(S ' Ml") 102.75 98.83 91.54 lltOo 10107 102.44 
The Lakes 
IL 2JS 3.;\I 2.75 
IS 2.JO ! .fO 
Ml Dl 1.70 ?. IO 
MN 2.15 1.<IJ ?.-ti 
OH ?.35 210 
WI z.:n 1.75 ! .(·() 
Wcigl .. da...-agc l.!8 I.SS J .711 ?.n..l 
(S / MfJ 91.lo s1.n ~?.SS QS.11 91.lo Ol.f)6 
:-lor!htaJt 
CT 
DE :.!.~ t.00 ? .t\I 
MA 
MO 2.45 1.95 !.$5 
ME 
NH 
:-IJ 2.40 l.<15 ~ lU 
NY l.45 !.n.) 
PA Hll ?.15 !.8.1 
RI 
VA LIO 2.10 !."5 
vr 
WV ?.25 ~-~ 
Weogbl cd 3\<!r~gc Z..11 1.05 2.llo 
[S I MT) 100.!9 QS..18 
Soun:c· USDA. NJ\SS. ,\glcuh.r.il Pr~s. ,\pnl 1991. 
11».7} 100.2Q 99.41 
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Table C. U.S. feedgrain consum pti on by livestock. 1990 
Re.s!.on 
North""• 
ID 
OR 
WA 
Total 
""n af Fee dgra ins 
Souhwea 
i\Z. 
CA 
NV 
UT 
Total 
% o( Feedgra 1 ns 
Northern Pini ns 
l>fr 
ND 
SD 
WY 
Total 
'"• o( Feedgra1ns 
Cer1ral Pl:un• 
co 
IA 
KS 
MO 
NE 
Total 
l"fi of F~dgr.uns 
SoLJ hem Pb1ns 
AR 
LA 
NM 
OK 
TX 
Tot31 
c; of Fe.:Jgrn1ns 
Sm1hea>1. 
AL 
FL 
G,\ 
KY 
MS 
NC 
SC 
TN 
Tot.al 
% of Feedgra ins 
Tbe Lake. 
IL 
IN 
Ml 
MN 
OH 
WI 
Total 
% o( Feedgra1ns 
Norlhcasl 
CT 
DE 
MA 
MD 
ME 
NH 
!'IJ 
'-Y 
p,\ 
RI 
VA 
VT 
WV 
Total 
'\of Feedgrains 
Unu~d Stai cs 
'\of Feed1ra in• 
Soun:c: W>iles, 1 ~9 
Corn 
10,918 
11.459 
21.39S 
52.772 
12.717 
10l,4ll 
864 
11.845 
127.847 
12.999 
20,831 
68.210 
8.M2 
110.702 
IOl.702 
S3!.31>I 
78.2~8 
83.001 
:!97.1S I 
l_l%.S.U 
95,818 
25.655 
1,4l5 
SI\ 101 
!87.•'IO 
H!.770 
8'>,707 
·IJ,oll! 
IJ.\.~h2 
71.YJ7 
H.<l!9 
60J91 
20.975 
46.911 
5.J6,9lJ 
!97.0J8 
llU.9& 
50."89 
!S5.9'1! 
S·UOS 
!l~.773 
UllS,796 
7.o79 
lo.l.ll 
3.S!8 
J<>.705 
:!6.353 
2.219 
J,11\S 
5:!,SOo 
ll>l,013 
588 
S!.5·10 
9.378 
8,970 
324.176 
4.007.538 
ll:irlc~h..n 
1.000 Bwhcls 
35.0IO J ,880 
IS, 186 3?6 
30.347 490 
80.543 5.6'16 
19,9!4 
l~.901 
2.024 
16.J)J 
1-0.?83 
3.0IS 
l.541 
3,02:! 
l.B6S 
10.4~3 
12.8$8 
0 
1,007 
3 
l,'1.02 
IS.8SO 
0 
0 
918 
!1.J2Y 
!!J.JQ 
~ .• 1~ 1 
~.178 
.!.!J1 
""' 0 
\l"J 
l,(f!7 
0 
12.211 
0 
1.n. 
1.0:!8 
6.710 
b 
8.0~:? 
17551 
13 
111\ 
I:! 
0 
21 
I! 
I! 
!58 
2&1 
1 
(J 
48 
J 
71-.6 
30!,9Clo 
2.m 
J.021 
81 
2.8& 
8,724 
21Q 
m1 
ll 131 
80 
12.638 
84J 
2-166 
28.544 
19.S02 
70,o~S 
l:!:!.014 
lb,!>88 
5,4'15 
9.57• 
10.955 
<I0.9& 
W.700 
.!7 ... l.!0 
~."'.? 
L!.010 
2-\5.l 
\ ,175 
9584 
o, I-IS 
J ,(l.IJ 
70,993 
l.fo>I 
8."'8 
S.1>17 -J 
?.!8 
15,J8J 
o8 
22) 
!>O 
''J 
·18 
Sii 
I.I-lb 
U2J 
60 
279 
.l."61> 
37!,0JS 
Wheal 
S.337 
J.9b7 
8.81<1 
18.118 
!.235 
J!l.4 10 
197 
l.Nl9 
J3,531 
554 
2.173 
3.l73 
167 
6.167 
1.000 
.l.~1 
.1.8.19 
lll.7Jl 
1,nJ 
27.195 
7,1).3 
0 
J,\IQJ 
J.&J 
IS.On.I 
H.9bl 
J.fti5 
O,NH 
.!h.otl3 
s.nro 
.l,!SO 
10.8!J 
3,7',0 
7.018 
09.863 
1.873 
JJ03 
2.;40 
047 
S!1 
:!1o 
0 ,816 
!~l 
IJ5 
191 
'51 
2(\1 
IJI 
115 
1.195 
4.0,\9 
!O 
1.m 
937 
2 
IJ.053 
:!2l727 
Corn 
498 
l& 
HS 
l.J19 
35.92"t 
318 
2.561 
22 
!~ 
J.1% 
H.78"• 
325 
SZ I 
1 .~5 
217 
2. 7(,8 
7Q.70'"· 
2.b4J 
20.809 
l.IM 
2.075 
7.131 
3-1.914 
8".-•5~ 
! ... '95 
Ml 
186 
l,J05 
7.192 
11.819 
71.JI <;, 
!,lb/I 
I.I IS 
JJJ7 
l.7'l<l 
1.07) 
.!.lJS 
5~ 1 
1.173 
13.JD 
77.4S"'c 
7.~!tt 
2.m 
l.!<>7 
o."10 
!.IOS 
5. 110 
!5.JQS 
'k\. tl(j 
1<12 
Jt'l6 
88 
YIS 
f14ill 
SS 
87 
l.J I.I 
!.«)() 
15 
l-1 IJ 
?.).I 
?i..t 
8.IOJ 
9.f.t\5% 
100,0,\8 
8!.:! 7""o 
B:irlet 
750 
JZS 
650 
1,726 
4b.99"0 
417 
2.2-18 
43 
35l 
3.070 
40.13"0 
65 
54 
o5 
010 
224 
t> 4-t"'e 
?76 
0 
22 
0 
Jl 
3 1() 
11 .81'; 
(I 
!O 
u 
459 
17'> 
.!.tN"i-
50 
17 
18 
IQ 
0 
15 
.:!) 
0 
2o! 
151'0 
0 
38 
!.? 
11-1 
0 
17! 
370 
J.4l<'; 
u 
0 
0 
II 
II 
b 
h 
0 
0 
I 
0 
lo 
0.19'( 
o. m 
$.~"'"" 
~h..n Wheat 
1.000 Mi.~ nc Tons 
122 l.U 
8 106 
12 236 
142 48S 
~118~ 
o8 
76 
2 
72 
!18 
l.85'0 
s 
s 
JOJ 
2 
Jib 
9.10'< 
21 
S9 
71J 
100 
l.7o7 
3.051 
7.8.?'< 
J 17 
137 
:?.'9 
27.l 
?275 
J.\JJ 
~0.19"'f 
h&l 
l J(~ 
30! 
~Q 
79 
! .. , 
lnl 
IO! 
1.n5 
10.21'"• 
!1 
111 
I!.<> 
17 
0 
~ 
J87 
IA7'r 
0 
I) 
Jo 
33 
(I 
7 
0 
9? 
1.07'"~ 
9-121 
7.tiO'i, 
13.21 % 
60 
1.029 
s 
72 
1.166 
IS.l4<;;, 
15 
58 
88 
4 
165 
4.76"1. 
27 
10.' 
103 
288 
l<.El 
728 
t.87""" 
189 
0 
134 
I~ 
JSl 
910 
5.5<1<; 
1111 
!51 
71.1 
m 
S4 
290 
101 
1se. 
1.871 
10.80% 
50 
115 
oO 
17 
IJ 
" .?W 
1.0l'< 
" J 
5 
15 
8 
I 
l:?S 
I~ 
42 
15 
0 
JSO 
4.<6% 
5.930 
4~% 
Fecd_g_rnin 
1.513 
7?6 
1,-04 
3.673 
100.oor,;, 
873 
5.913 
72 
19! 
7.651 
100.00% 
410 
639 
l,lol 
263 
3.H? 
llJO.oo-. 
2.967 
20,971 
:!.70• 
2.SSJ 
9.4!0 
JO.OH 
ll' lO<r• 
3,002 
779 
S78 
l.7!12 
10.410 
l<>.HI 
l ff H~I"; 
}.f" ' 
1.5'•8 
1,.)11<1 
:!.(Ill 
1..!\7 
:!.8.l• 
810 
1.4!>3 
17.J.ll 
110 .00<;;. 
7.50.l 
3.110 
1.175 
h,518 
1.l.?.? 
S.<-0.1 
:!b.J!I 
100.00'"o 
2(1) 
417 
95 
93.I 
l)t-IJ 
t•I 
•2 
1.'8.l 
! ,7J8 
IS 
1_157 
2"8 
224 
85ol 
100.00"'r 
1!!.o9J 
100.00"< 
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Table D. Canada & Mexico feedgrain data, 1990 
Rcpon Produa1on 
(LOOO M<lncTons) 
Wcstern C.mda (Prairies) 1 
Barlo:y IQ400 
Corn 0 
Toul IQ400 
Eascrn Camda (Ea• ) o 
Sorley J,lbO 
Corn 6,380 
Toul 7,MO 
Mexico b 
Sorgb\.111 c l.700 
5ouR:c: a. Ai!rlcuk1.n: Ca rad>. Ottawa. Polley Bninct\. Farm Ma!cl 
b. USDA. ERS. Gn1n a rd fi,ed Report. At.>ebc' 
Feed u.., 
s.~ 
0 
s.~ 
1.380 
6,980 
8,360 
o.500 
:'-lotc. c. pncc • Solibcm Pla1nswqh1.m pri"" + S"< d ury + tnrupmauon 
Own-Courory 
Pr!C1' Exd-aT" Rote Pcc<1gn1n Pnce 
(Pru mt) ( Fonegn S / US SJ (USS / mt) 
90.40 1.1668 7748 
1.10,43 1.1668 IC@.50 
122.76 
2812.6 12800 
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Table E. Percent grain used in feedgrain part of ration 
Region Corn Barley Sorghum Wheat Feedgrain 
1. NW 0 67 0 33 100 
2. SW 85 0 0 15 100 
3. NP 70 25 0 5 100 
4. CP 85 0 0 15 100 
5. SP 65 0 5 30 100 
6. SE 85 0 15 0 100 
7. LS 100 0 0 0 100 
8. NE 100 0 0 0 100 
9. WC 0 100 0 0 100 
10. EC 50 50 0 0 100 
11. MX 0 0 100 0 100 
Sources: Gill 1991; Martin 1991; Nelson 1991; and Snyder 1991 
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Table F. Ava ilable feeder ca tLle, 1990 
1m IWI Rcpbc<meru l'HI I \l'JU Commcn:oal Avaobble 
Rell!"" ea1r cr!'£ Beer 031!): Bull>> 500.f CalrSb~l'ler Fc:ederC..ule 
Nonh""s 1,000 head 
WA S.lO 82 110 27 49.S 2o.l 
O R 650 120 45 39 6.2 J40 
ID 690 100 90 40 0.4 4<i0 
TOllll 1,870 302 2JS 106 56.1 1.161 
Solll!l'·cs 
CA 1850 H< 525 70 02.1 1.00ll 
NV !65 35 8 15 2(17 
AZ 281 45 20 26 18') 
UT 360 58 S2 19 0.5 DI 
Total 2,7SS 293 605 uo 9?.6 1,634 
Northern Plains 
MT 1.400 323 8 79 990 
ND 1,000 130 30 45 7\IS 
so 1.6.SO 2(17 34 71 l.338 
WY o::O 1"5 2 40 433 
T01al 4.o70 80.'i 74 Z35 0 3.SStl 
Cc11.ral Plains 
co 830 143 30 JS 0.J 6(>J 
NE J.740 !45 JS QQ 1.370 
IA 1.3<>0 19.J 135 80 OC>.I 
KS 1,370 1~1 JS 08 J,070 
MO 2,070 3311 IOS I 10 3.9 1.521 
Total 7.J70 J.(J')! 343 3% 4.0 5.5J5 
Sout bcrn Pl:11ns 
NM 511! 70 18 40 JS.' 
TX H OU 881 100 llAJ 80 I J,540 
O K J.S.50 JOO 3.1 I JO l.S 1..l02 
AR 810 JJ5 !.) 53 S\l'I 
I.A S)) 92 11 .'J 378 335 
TOl1ll 8,700 1.186 197 •37 1::1>.7 b 14iQ 
Sollhc3ll 
KY l,))IJ IS.I 811 70 w 
T N 1,075 , .. , 110 h0 71\'i 
MS o"J 111 11 ·~ .!h.~ 47.1 AL H50 l•WI 11 ,.,5 II! 11.'I 
NC "'' 711 Jo :u !.o 31• SC ! IS So) l• :o S.5 151 
GA oll) qg JJ JS 12.B li'O 
FL J,000 150 30 oS N .7 <>al 
Tooil o,IQQ 1.010 .'OJ l(l1 I.?!.~ 4,.lSJ 
The Lakes 
MN J.070 72 315 45 1.2 037 
WI I.WO 33 800 32 297.0 7:l8 
Ml 400 29 It\? 17 54.9 IJ7 
IL •50 70 70 ~l) 1!9. J )"(> 
IN 1t.O 50 oS 15 J;ll>.0 JSJ 
OH olO oS l<IJ JS ss.o .?54J 
Total 1,1))0 319 1.m 1'11 71)!, 1 ?,JOI 
Norlhc3SI 
CT 37 I IJ l 21 
ME 58 s 18 ! 33 
MA )4 J 8 : !I 
!llH 22 ! 8 I 11 
RI 4 0 l 0 
VT 1r.s J 19 -' su.Q a 20 
NY 810 ~! ,Ill JS 2'19.6 1118 
NJ )2 2 13 ! ~1.Z ( l!) 
MD Ill 12 41 4 84 
DE 11 I ·' ~ .11.J ( ZS) PA 7f.() 43 !10 !9 13-J.f\ 193 VA 7<>S 1'.!0 80 42 l.11 55 I 
WV .!f\~ 45 IO 17 ~~.4 1&1 
Taul J,154 259 8~7 121 b73.o 1.1.'2 
Un•ed &ates 39.799 5.561> 4,184 2 »o t.ns le>,O>Z 
Note: a. VTCalfSloughtcr • CT+ME+ MA+NH+R l+VTCalfSloughlcr 
Source: USDA Caulc; US01\ Lo \Csrxk Sloughlcr. 
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Table G. Fed marketings and F.I. steer & heifer slaughte r, 1990 
Janwry l, 19<!0 Fed M:irkeu'lls Tollll Fed Federally lrupectcd Slaughter 
Rcll!on Ca1Ue & Cal\u on Feed Rcecr•ed Esim.."ucd a Markct1!1;S !iccrs Hearers Totol 
crlh""• 
WA 110 411> 
OR 84 17 
ID 200 5'17 
Toul 454 l.(IJO 700 43() 1,130 
SoL1hwe" 
CA 4~ 8:?.S 
NV 28 64 
l\Z. 2Sl 31J 
UT 4 l 93 400 
Total 812 1.195 815 164 1.378 
Ncrlhern Plain• 
MT 80 182 
ND 40 111 
SD 2f10 S05 
WY 7S 110 
Total HS 947 l.S02 1.lJ! 4.10 
Cen1ral Plains 
co 900 2.195 2.l>J4 
NE 2.fW s.ooo 
IA 991 I.SSS 
KS 1.S9S 4.210 
~ 90 204 
Total s.ois 13,4o4 7.8So S. 129 l<l.<>89 
So<Ahern Plains 
NM 118 268 
TX 2.100 4,SlO 
OK 325 800 
AR 10 :!..) 
LA Q 20 
Total 2.5<>2 <.<>< I J.110 1.7JO 4,851 
SoL1heo>1. 
KY w 4S 
TN 20 45 
MS ~ 18 
Al. .10 toll 
:-c !U 4< 
SC 17 '" GA 13 29 
FL 20 IS 
Toual IJ8 \;)6 29< 
The Lakes 
MN 300 49S 
WI IZO m 
Ml 2:?0 4'>1 
IL 310 S!O 
IN 235 53.\ 
OH 210 471> 
Tc11al 1.)95 2.781> l.caSo 757 ~.41~ 
Norlhcas1 
CT 0 0 
!\llE 0 0 
:.IA 0 0 
NH II 
RI 0 0 
VT 0 0 
NY 18 41 
NJ s 
MD 12 ! 7 
DE 0 
PA 80 182 
VA JO o8 
WV 7 lo 
TOUIJ 1-19 338 sos 
UnKed Slates 11,600 22.561 3~<86 
Note: a. E.R1tn3t100 fl c:tor is rhc rauo d actual market1rgs to caulc & al\-.:s un feed. 13-,talcs . 
Eilitn31ed mortetings fer non-rcporllrt1 •a1es as it.! ratio 1imesco11 le & c:alvcs "" feed. 
Source: USDA Caule. USDA Caule on Feed: USDA Liluoct Slaughter 
26.147 25,90? 
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Table H. Canadian & Mexican cattle data, 1990 
Ci.radian cautc d:ua 
January I, 1990 1990 Marb:ungs fed Steer & Heifer Total Fed 
Ca!YCS < I)!: old Sleers Heifers E..poru 
( 1.000 Head) 
0rL'lriO 000 J<U 1118 u 
Q uebec 159 H 
Mari times 82 28 I I 
&st 841 404 218 S.2 
B.C. 228 31 17 LI 
Alberta 1.535 767 420 188.6 
Sask. 6-10 130 59 19.2 
:vbnitote 273 46 26 35.0 
West 2.676 974 5Zl 2·~1 .2 
Canada 3.517 1,.378 7,., 249 
Source: Li1eSlor:k Markel Rovicw; Uvcllodt Report 
C.amdian caule CIO!'S 
Eastern Caruda (foronto) 
Western Camda ( Edmoraon) 
ote: facmnge Rate = l.1"68 (CS1USS ) 
Soun:e: L11estor:k Markrl Review 
Mexico caule da1a 
Calf Crop 
9.018 
Sourcc: USDJ\. ERS 
Mexico cattle na:s 
Feeder Steers 
S00-<>00 lbs. 
(Can SJ (lJSS ) 
dolbn ecr Cl't. 
99.~J SS.J</ 
103.09 81\.35 
1-11' 
Calf Avdlbble 
Rept')ccmcr1s Slauglltcr F<cder Cat lie 
l ,OO<J Head 
588 I ,llOO o,530 
lmeom Markcu~s 
72 538 
43 
u .18 
8.8 619 
0.7 48 
l.J76 
2~ 
107 
0.7 1.739 
l.3S8 
Fed Steer• 
Al.! + 1050 lbs 
(C1nS) (US S) 
88.S<I 
81.15 
7o. 18 
Slcer & heifer 
Slauglucr 
1,()10 t>!ad 
5,.}\Q 
Pcsos1\1logram U.S. SI c" 1 
G rass-fed H\-e s eer average who lc531e pria!. Mc:oco City a 
MeXloo feeder seer pncc b 
Note: b. Sm.c he r f'b 1ns Feed<r Si<cr Pr ice 
- S5.SO/N1 qU'.llity discoul'l - 5% t3nfT - 1ran'1'<"1alu>n 
Soun:c: a, National l.he s«x:k Federa11on ~:oco 
b. DaYI• Te:<asA& M: USDA 
l(i)5 ~45$ 
1990 federally Inspected Slaughter 
Steers Heifers Total 
J(IS rn 478 
37 7 44 
35 13 48 
371 192 570 
32 16 48 
735 407 l.142 
131 57 188 
47 2J 70 
9•1-l 503 1.448 
1,322 69'> l ,017 
I ~ 
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The GINO Program for the 1990 Base Model 
Below is the program for the 1990 base model. Equations 1 through 33 are the 
price linkages stating that inverse supply equals inverse demand for three commodities 
in each region. Equations 34 through 53 are the conditional transfer linkages for 
feeder cattle. Equations 54 through 73 are the conditional transfer linkages for 
feedgrain. Equations 74 through 93 are the conditional transfer linkages for fed cattle. 
Equations 94 through 96 are the quantity linkages for the three commodities. 
Equations 97 through 99 use the results of the log supply and log demand to calculate 
the prices for each commodity in the Northwest region. 
Scenario 1 is executed by increasing the transfer cost by one-third in the 
feedgrain transfer equations. Scenario 2 is run by decreasing the constant term in the 
supply equation for feeder cattle in the Northwest, Southwest, and the Northern Plains 
and re-calibrating the model. Scenario 3 was run by reducing the transfer cost for 
feeder cattle from Mexico by $15.50 in equations 38 and 46. 
MODEL: 
1) - 5.2466169125522 + 1.63551401869159 * LSll = 17.9181882603248 -
1.2031445417188 * LDll + 1.41531864597793 * LD12 - 2.1186920190762 * 
LD13; 
2) - 18.516067255991 + 2.60601753139067 * LS12 = 28.8004021133169 + 
0.4877613006968 * LDl 1 - 3.2764805321532 * LD12 + 0.01433460232817 * 
LD13; 
3) - 10.174106747188 + 0.96775977437372 * LSU + 0.6660966735401 * LS12 
+ 0.58724832214765 * LS13 = 15.6269425778618 - 1.25 * LD13 ; 
4) - 5.8222972505864 + 1.63551401869159 * LS21 = 17.5586874510404 -
1.2031445417188 * LD21 + 1.41531864597793 * LD22-2.1186920190762 * 
LD23; 
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5) - 15.635014114328 + 2.60601753139067 * LS22 = 31.1942455631173 + 
0.4877613006968 * LD21 - 3.2764805321532 * LD22 + 0.01433460232817 * 
LD23 ; 
6) - 9.9369965418308 + 0.96775977437372 * LS21 + 0.6660966735401 * LS22 
+ 0.58724832214765 * LS23 = 15.8674391300329 - 1.25 * LD23 ; 
7) - 3.3887037805675 + 1.18946474086661 * LS31 = 11.5045062141931 -
0.9063623026502 * LD31 + 1.70486229384974 * LD32 - 2.1199587725356 * 
LD33; 
8) - 12.013119486663 + 1.71019900497512 * LS32 = 30.2134723540603 + 
0.36744417675007 * LD31 - 3.3938630921012 * LD32 + 0.01484815102794 
* LD33 ; 
9) - 6.9609945699376 + 0.70382529045362 * LS31 + 0.5083407571965 * LS32 
+ 0.42708968883466 * LS33 = 14.4030176332152 - 1.25 * LD33 ; 
10) - 9.7714000248674 + 1.86915887850467 * LS41 = 26.0821225328952 -
1.3548150860491 * LD41 + 1.28158183815452 * LD42 - 2.1228487733431 * 
LD43; 
11) - 23.187681517773 + 2.48756218905473 * LS42 = 33.8941240242622 + 
0.54924935920908 * LD41 - 3.2222629073599 * LD42 + 0.01601977297693 
* LD43; · 
12) - 15.713687836446 + 1.10393276045914 * LS41 + 0.58432668870413 * 
LS42 + 0.67114093959732 * LS43 = 18.870024774657 - 1.25 * LD43 ; 
13) - 14.486149673676 + 2.37892948173322 * LS51 = 29.1861540653078 -
1.6546470913447 * LD51 + 0.97482835365998 * LD52 - 2.1167648740473 * 
LD53; 
14) - 39.335007311711 + 4.56053067993367 * LS52 = 29.4517785032077 + 
0.67080287486946 * LD51 - 3.0979033866189 * LD52 + 0.01355332731646 
* LD53 ; 
15) - 21.190718168041 + 1.40765058090723 * LS51 + 0.84915888898043 * 
LS52 + 0.85417937766931 * LS53 = 17.458801351452 - 1.25 * LD53 ; 
16) - 8.3463204011788 + 1.74454828660436 * LS61 = 12.5685324733803 -
1.2725949863462 * LD61 + 1.34756211463414 * LD62 - 2.1183955842515 * 
LD63 ; 
17) - 6.0210701328071 + 1.18970365563487 * LS62 = 33.9423959170884 + 
0.51591688635655 * LD61 - 3.2490116680949 * LD62 + 0.01421442604792 
* LD63; 
18) - 8.2613421733824 + 1.0322770926653 * LS61 + 0.2919776529227 * LS62 
+ 0.62639821029083 * LS63 = 13.9221637949357 - 1.25 * LD63 ; 
19) - 22.586058790729 + 3.73831775700935 * LS71 = 38.6976887654917 -
2.3645078038589 * LD71 + 0.28228131706072 * LD72 - 2.1137349807621 * 
LD73; 
20) - 19.047681015498 + 2.10486031381554 * LS72 = 26.1880638968216 + 
0.95858424480767 * LD71 - 2.8171410744841 * LD72 + 0.01232499220087 
* LD73; 
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21) - 22.367235027619 + 2.21202234142565 * LS71 + 0.12479871524271 * 
LS72 + 1.34228187919463 * LS73 = 16.5773980585089 - 1.25 * LD73 ; 
22) - 14.417542344013 + 2.90758047767394 * LS81 = 24.5803427984096 -
1.9468898622374 * LD81 + 0.689713455228 * LD82 - 2.1155174963666 * 
LD83 ; 
23) - 3.798554576455 + 1.01345126220748 * LS82 = 27.6312168546255 + 
0.78927967388005 * LD81 - 2.982316265633 * LD82 + 0.01304763366214 * 
LD83; 
24) - 12.757569205145 + 1.72046182110884 * LS81 + 0.13868553448517 * 
LS82 + 1.04399701715138 * LS83 = 14.6191032374415 - 1.25 * LD83 ; 
25) - 3.1144720076827 + 1.18946474086661 * LS91 = 13.7202085845669 -
0.9063623026502 * LD91 + 1.70486229384974 * LD92 - 2.1199587725356 * 
LD93 ; 
26) - 10.775165047326 + 1.71019900497512 * LS92 = 31.5447157146626 + 
0.36744417675007 * LD91 - 3.3938630921012 * LD92 + 0.01484815102794 
* LD93; 
27) - 6.7156856969174 + 0.70382529045362 * LS91 + 0.5083407571965 * LS92 
+ 0.42708968883466 * LS93 = 15.8248549410329 - 1.25 * LD93 ; 
28) - 13.343042610604 + 2.90758047767394 * LSlOl = 25.9484927506153 -
1.9468898622374 * LDlOl + 0.689713455228 * LD102 - 2.1155174963666 * 
LD103; 
29) - 3.6815253204752 + 1.01345126220748 * LS102 = 27.1574645157062 + 
0.78927967388005 * LDlOl - 2.982316265633 * LD102 + 0.01304763366214 
* L0103 ; 
30) - 12.719708557281 + 1.72046182110884 * LSlOl + 0.13868553448517 * 
LS102 + 1.04399701715138 * LS103 = 14.7498760224899 - 1.25 * LD103 ; 
31) - 8.2288934028982 + 1.63551401869159 * LSlll = 22.1786525562379 -
1.2031445417188 * LDlll + 1.41531864597793 * LD112 - 2.1186920190762 
* LD113 ; 
32) - 15.866092180006 + 2.60601753139067 * LS112 = 30.0084675525914 + 
0.4877613006968 * LDlll - 3.2764805321532 * LD112 + 0.01433460232817 
* LD113 ; 
33) - 12.353285569208 + 0.96775977437372 * LSl 11 + 0.6660966735401 * 
LS112 + 0.58724832214765 * LS113 = 17.364857867115 - 1.25 * LD113; 
34) 17.9181882603248 - 1.2031445417188 * LDll + 1.41531864597793 * LD12 
- 2.1186920190762 * LD13 < LOG( EXP( - 3.1144720076827 + 
1.18946474086661 * LS91 ) + 12.00 ) ; 
35) 26.0821225328952 - 1.3548150860491 * LD41 + 1.28158183815452 * LD42 
- 2.1228487733431 * LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 5.2466169125522 + 
1.63551401869159 * LSll ) + 24.00) ; 
36) 26.0821225328952 - 1.3548150860491 * LD41 + 1.28158183815452 * LD42 
- 2.1228487733431 * LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 5.8222972505864 + 
1.63551401869159 * LS21 ) + 33.00 ) ; 
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37) 26.0821225328952 - 1.3548150860491 • LD41 + 1.28158183815452 * LD42 
- 2.1228487733431 • LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 3.3887037805675 + 
1.18946474086661 • LS31 ) + 1.00) ; 
38) 29.1861540653078 - 1.6546470913447 • LD51 + 0.97482835365998 * LD52 
- 2.1167648740473 • LD53 < LOG( EXP( - 8.2288934028982 + 
1.63551401869159 * LSll 1 ) + 87.00 ) ; 
39) 26.0821225328952 - 1.3548150860491 * LD41 + 1.28158183815452 * LD42 
- 2.1228487733431 • LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 14.486149673676 + 
2.37892948173322 • LS51 ) + 16.00 ) ; 
40) 26.0821225328952 - 1.3548150860491 • LD41 + 1.28158183815452 * LD42 
- 2.1228487733431 * LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 8.3463204011788 + 
1.74454828660436 • LS61 ) + 37.00 ) ; 
41) 38.6976887654917 - 2.3645078038589 • LD71 + 0.28228131706072 * LD72 
- 2.1137349807621 • LD73 < LOG( EXP( - 8.3463204011788 + 
1.74454828660436 * LS61 ) + 45.00 ) ; 
42) 38.6976887654917 - 2.3645078038589 • LD71 + 0.28228131706072 • LD72 
- 2.1137349807621 • LD73 < LOG( EXP( - 14.417542344013 + 
2.90758047767394 * LS81 ) + 18.00 ) ; 
43) 38.6976887654917 - 2.3645078038589 * LD71 + 0.28228131706072 • LD72 
- 2.1137349807621 • LD73 < LOG( EXP( - 13.343042610604 + 
2.90758047767394 • LSlOl ) + 62.00 ) ; 
44) 11.5045062141931 - 0.9063623026502 • LD31 + 1.70486229384974 * LD32 
- 2.1199587725356 * LD33 < LOG( EXP( - 3.1144720076827 + 
1.18946474086661 * LS91 ) + 35.00) ; 
45) 11.5045062141931 - 0.9063623026502 * LD31 + 1.70486229384974 * LD32 
- 2.1199587725356 * LD33 < LOG( EXP( - 5.2466169125522 + 
1.63551401869159 * LSll ) + 23.00 ) ; 
46) 17.5586874510404 - 1.2031445417188 • LD21 + 1.41531864597793 * LD22 
- 2.1186920190762 * LD23 < LOG( EXP( - 8.2288934028982 + 
1.63551401869159 * LSl 11 ) + 70.00 ) ; 
47) 17.9181882603248 - 1.2031445417188 • LDll + 1.41531864597793 * LD12 
- 2.1186920190762 * LD13 < LOG( EXP( - 5.8222972505864 + 
1.63551401869159 * LS21 ) + 9.00 ) ; 
48) 13.7202085845669 - 0.9063623026502 • LD91 + 1.70486229384974 • LD92 
- 2.1199587725356 * LD93 < LOG( EXP( - 13.343042610604 + 
2.90758047767394 * LSlOl ) + 18.00 ) ; 
49) 38.6976887654917 - 2.3645078038589 * LD71 + 0.28228131706072 • LD72 
- 2.1137349807621 * LD73 < LOG( EXP( - 3.3887037805675 + 
1.18946474086661 * LS31) + 9.00); 
50) 38.6976887654917 - 2.3645078038589 * LD71 + 0.28228131706072 * LD72 
- 2.1137349807621 * LD73 < LOG( EXP( - 9.7714000248674 + 
1.86915887850467 * LS41 ) + 8.00) ; 
51) 29.1861540653078 - 1.6546470913447 * LD51 + 0.97482835365998 * LD52 
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- 2.1167648740473 * LD53 < LOG( EXP( - 5.8222972505864 + 
1.63551401869159 * LS21 ) + 17.00 ) ; 
52) 24.5803427984096 - 1.9468898622374 * LD81 + 0.689713455228 * LD82 -
2.1155174963666 * LD83 < LOG( EXP( - 8.3463204011788 + 
1.74454828660436 * LS61 ) + 27.00) ; 
53) 29.1861540653078 - 1.6546470913447 * LD51 + 0.97482835365998 * LD52 
- 2.1167648740473 * LD53 < LOG( EXP( - 8.3463204011788 + 
1.74454828660436 * LS61 ) + 21.00 ) ; 
54) 28.8004021133169 + 0.4877613006968 * LDll - 3.2764805321532 * LD12 + 
0.01433460232817 * LD13 < LOG( EXP( - 10.775165047326 + 
1.71019900497512 * LS92 ) + 64.00 ) ; 
55) 31.1942455631173 + 0.4877613006968 * LD21 - 3.2764805321532 * LD22 + 
0.01433460232817 * LD23 < LOG( EXP( - 12.013119486663 + 
1.71019900497512 * LS32) + 70.00 ) ; 
56) 31.1942455631173 + 0.4877613006968 * LD21 - 3.2764805321532 * LD22 + 
0.01433460232817 * LD23 < LOG( EXP( - 18.516067255991 + 
2.60601753139067 * LS12) + 24.00) ; 
57) 31.1942455631173 + 0.4877613006968 * LD21 - 3.2764805321532 * LD22 + 
0.01433460232817 * LD23 < LOG( EXP( - 23.187681517773 + 
2.48756218905473 * LS42 ) + 61.00 ) ; 
58) 33.9423959170884 + 0.51591688635655 * LD61 - 3.2490116680949 * LD62 
+ 0.01421442604792 * LD63 < LOG( EXP( - 23.187681517773 + 
2.48756218905473 * LS42 ) + 21.00) ; 
59) 29.4517785032077 + 0.67080287486946 * LD51 - 3.0979033866189 * LD52 
+ 0.01355332731646 * LD53 < LOG( EXP( - 23.187681517773 + 
2.48756218905473 * LS42 ) + 19.00 ) ; 
60) 30.0084675525914 + 0.4877613006968 * LDlll - 3.2764805321532 * LDl 12 
+ 0.01433460232817 * LD113 < LOG( EXP( - 39.335007311711 + 
4.56053067993367 * LS52 ) + 55.00 ) ; 
61) 27.6312168546255 + 0.78927967388005 * LD81 - 2.982316265633 * LD82 + 
0.01304763366214 * LD83 < LOG( EXP( - 23.187681517773 + 
2.48756218905473 * LS42 ) + 19.00 ) ; 
62) 27.6312168546255 + 0.78927967388005 * LD81 - 2.982316265633 * LD82 + 
0.01304763366214 * LD83 < LOG( EXP( - 19.047681015498 + 
2.10486031381554 * LS72) + 19.00) ; 
63) 27.1574645157062 + 0.78927967388005 * LD101 - 2.982316265633 * LD102 
+ 0.01304763366214 * LD103 < LOG( EXP( - 10.775165047326 + 
1.71019900497512 * LS92 ) + 62.00 ) ; 
64) 30.2134723540603 + 0.36744417675007 * LD31 - 3.3938630921012 * LD32 
+ 0.01484815102794 * LD33 < LOG( EXP( - 10.775165047326 + 
1.71019900497512 * LS92 ) + 18.00 ) ; 
65) 28.8004021133169 + 0.4877613006968 * LDl 1 - 3.2764805321532 * LD12 + 
0.01433460232817 * LD13 < LOG( EXP( - 12.013119486663 + 
60 
1.71019900497512 * LS32) + 46.00) ; 
66) 28.8004021133169 + 0.4877613006968 * LDll - 3.2764805321532 * LD12 + 
0.01433460232817 * LD13 < LOG( EXP( - 23.187681517773 + 
2.48756218905473 * LS42 ) + 37.00 ) ; 
67) 30.0084675525914 + 0.4877613006968 * LDlll - 3.2764805321532 * LD112 
+ 0.01433460232817 * LD113 < LOG( EXP( - 15.635014114328 + 
2.60601753139067 * LS22) + 13.00) ; 
68) 31.1942455631173 + 0.4877613006968 * LD21 - 3.2764805321532 * LD22 + 
0.01433460232817 * LD23 < LOG( EXP( - 39.335007311711 + 
4.56053067993367 * LS52 ) + 42.00 ) ; 
69) 33.9423959170884 + 0.51591688635655 * LD61 - 3.2490116680949 * LD62 
+ 0.01421442604792 * LD63 < LOG( EXP( - 39.335007311711 + 
4.56053067993367 * LS52 ) + 2.00 ) ; 
70) 33.8941240242622 + 0.54924935920908 * LD41 - 3.2222629073599 * LD42 
+ 0.01601977297693 * LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 12.013119486663 + 
1.71019900497512 * LS32 ) + 9.00) ; 
71) 26.1880638968216 + 0.95858424480767 * LD71 - 2.8171410744841 * LD72 
+ 0.01232499220087 * LD73 < LOG( EXP( - 12.013119486663 + 
1.71019900497512 * LS32 ) + 9.00 ) ; 
72) 27.1574645157062 + 0.78927967388005 * LDlOl - 2.982316265633 * LD102 
+ 0.01304763366214 * LD103 < LOG( EXP( - 3.798554576455 + 
1.01345126220748 * LS82 ) + 16.00) ; 
73) 33.9423959170884 + 0.51591688635655 * LD61 - 3.2490116680949 * LD62 
+ 0.01421442604792 * LD63 < LOG( EXP( - 3.798554576455 + 
1.01345126220748 * LS82 ) + 2.00 ) ; 
74) 15.6269425778618 - 1.25 * LD13 < LOG( EXP( - 6.7156856969174 + 
0.70382529045362 * LS91 + 0.5083407571965 * LS92 + 0.42708968883466 
* LS93 ) + 99.00 ) ; 
75) 15.6269425778618 - 1.25 * LD13 < LOG( EXP( - 6.9609945699376 + 
0.70382529045362 * LS31 + 0.5083407571965 * LS32 + 0.42708968883466 
* LS33 ) + 15.00 ) ; 
76) 18.870024774657 - 1.25 * LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 6.9609945699376 + 
0.70382529045362 * LS31 + 0.5083407571965 * LS32 + 0.42708968883466 
* LS33 ) + 26.00 ) ; 
77) 18.870024774657 - 1.25 * LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 21.190718168041 + 
1.40765058090723 * LS51 + 0.84915888898043 * LS52 + 0.85417937766931 
* LS53 ) + 1.00 ) ; 
78) 15.8674391300329 - 1.25 * LD23 < LOG( EXP( - 6.9609945699376 + 
0.70382529045362 * LS31 + 0.5083407571965 * LS32 + 0.42708968883466 
* LS33 ) + 8.00 ) ; 
79) 15.8674391300329 - 1.25 * LD23 < LOG( EXP( - 12.353285569208 + 
0.96775977437372 * LSlll + 0.6660966735401 * LS112 + 
0.58724832214765 * LSl 13 ) + 152.00 ) ; 
61 
80) 18.870024774657 - 1.25 • LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 8.2613421733824 + 
1.0322770926653 * LS61 + 0.2919776529227 • LS62 + 0.62639821029083 * 
LS63 ) + 35.00 ) ; 
81) 18.870024774657 - 1.25 • LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 22.367235027619 + 
2.21202234142565 • LS71 + 0.12479871524271 * LS72 + 1.34228187919463 
* LS73 ) + 9. 00 ) ; 
82) 14.6191032374415 - 1.25 * LD83 < LOG( EXP( - 8.2613421733824 + 
1.0322770926653 • LS61 + 0.2919776529227 * LS62 + 0.62639821029083 * 
LS63 ) + 23.00 ) ; 
83) 14.6191032374415 - 1.25 • LD83 < LOG( EXP( - 12.719708557281 + 
1.72046182110884 * LS101 + 0.13868553448517 * LS102 + 
1.04399701715138 * LS103 ) + 19.00) ; 
84) 18.870024774657 - 1.25 * LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 10.174106747188 + 
0.96775977437372 • LSll + 0.6660966735401 • LS12 + 0.58724832214765 
• LS13) + 11.00) ; 
85) 14.4030176332152 - 1.25 • LD33 < LOG( EXP( - 6.7156856969174 + 
0.70382529045362 • LS91 + 0.5083407571965 * LS92 + 0.42708968883466 
• LS93 ) + 84.00 ) ; 
86) 15.6269425778618 - 1.25 • LD13 < LOG( EXP( - 9.9369965418308 + 
0.96775977437372 • LS21 + 0.6660966735401 * LS22 + 0.58724832214765 
• LS23 ) + 7. 00 ) ; 
87) 18.870024774657 - 1.25 * LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 9.9369965418308 + 
0.96775977437372 * LS21 + 0.6660966735401 * LS22 + 0.58724832214765 
* LS23 ) + 18.00 ) ; 
88) 17.458801351452 - 1.25 * LD53 < LOG( EXP( - 12.353285569208 + 
0.96775977437372 * LSll 1 + 0.6660966735401 * LS112 + 
0.58724832214765 * LS113 ) + 169.00 ) ; 
89) 18.870024774657 - 1.25 * LD43 < LOG( EXP( - 12.353285569208 + 
0.96775977437372 * LSlll + 0.6660966735401 * LSl 12 + 
0.58724832214765 • LS113 ) + 170.00 ) ; 
90) 16.5773980585089 - 1.25 * LD73 < LOG( EXP( - 12.719708557281 + 
1.72046182110884 * LS101 + 0.13868553448517 * LS102 + 
1.04399701715138 * LS103 ) + 22.00) ; 
91) 16.5773980585089 - 1.25 * LD73 < LOG( EXP( - 12.757569205145 + 
1.72046182110884 * LS81 + 0.13868553448517 * LS82 + 1.04399701715138 
* LS83 ) + 3.00 ) ; 
92) 16.5773980585089 - 1.25 * LD73 < LOG( EXP( - 8.2613421733824 + 
1.0322770926653 * LS61 + 0.2919776529227 * LS62 + 0.62639821029083 * 
LS63 ) + 26.00 ) ; 
93) 16.5773980585089 - 1.25 * LD73 < LOG( EXP( - 6.9609945699376 + 
0.70382529045362 * LS31 + 0.5083407571965 * LS32 + 0.42708968883466 
* LS33 ) + 17.00) ; 
94) EXP( LD11 ) + EXP( LD21 ) + EXP( LD31 ) + EXP( LD41 ) + 
62 
EXP(LD51 ) + EXP( LD61 ) + EXP( LD71 ) + EXP( LD81 ) + EXP( LD91 
) + EXP( LD101 ) + EXP( LDlll ) + 2325 = EXP( LSll ) + EXP( LS21 ) 
+ EXP( LS31) + EXP( LS41) + EXP( LS51) + EXP( LS61) + EXP( LS71 
) + EXP( LS81) + EXP( LS91) + EXP( LSlOl ) + EXP( LSlll ) ; 
95) EXP( LD12) + EXP( LD22) + EXP( LD32) + EXP( LD42) + EXP( 
LD52 ) + EXP( LD62 ) + EXP( LD72 ) + EXP( LD82 ) + EXP( LD92 ) + 
EXP( LD102) + EXP( LD112) + 145215 = EXP( LS12 ) + EXP( LS22 ) 
+ EXP( LS32 ) + EXP( LS42 ) + EXP( LS52 ) + EXP( LS62 ) + EXP( LS72 
) + EXP( LS82 ) + EXP( LS92 ) + EXP( LS102) + EXP( LSl 12 ) ; 
96) EXP( LD 13 ) + EXP( LD23 ) + EXP( LD33 ) + EXP( LD43 ) + EXP( 
LD53 ) + EXP( LD63 ) + EXP( LD73 ) + EXP( LD83 ) + EXP( LD93 ) + 
EXP( LD103) + EXP( LD113 ) + 496 = EXP( LS13 ) + EXP( LS23 ) + 
EXP( LS33 ) + EXP( LS43 ) + EXP( LS53 ) + EXP( LS63 ) + EXP( LS73 
) + EXP( LS83) + EXP( LS93) + EXP( LS103 ) + EXP( LS113 ) ; 
97) Pll = EXP( - 5.2466169125522 + 1.63551401869159 * LSll ) ; 
98) P12 = EXP( - 18.516067255991 + 2.60601753139067 * LS12) ; 
99) P13 = EXP( 15.6269425778618 - 1.25 * LD13 ) ; 
END 
